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Preface
This research came with many challenges. It helped me grow not only as a researcher gaining knowledge
on the research topic, but further as a person getting to know better my strengths and weaknesses.
Retrospectively, I would have done many things differently and yet I am not sure whether I would
succeed not to fall into the same pitfalls if I had to start again. I want to express my gratitude to my
supervisors Anke and Rebekah who helped me to see things in different perspectives in the right
moments. Especially in pandemic times, writing, living and sleeping all in the same small room in the
middle of Berlin, different perspectives were badly needed. Thank you also for guiding me in a way that
gave me freedom to follow my own processes.
I feel like nature connectedness is a complex and difficult topic, but I am glad that I took it on to
research, knowing that this topic will accompany me for the rest of my life. After some weeks of feeling
isolated, I am more than ever, convinced that deep connections are essential for a thriving and
regenerative future. The biggest struggle I personally had was to put the findings into a sensible and easy
to follow structure. On this remark I want to take the chance to encourage the reader to hang in there
and follow the large body of report as I hope that also the process of the research comes through
including some valuable insights.
I wish you to take inspiration for your projects whatever they might concern, from this paper.
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Abstract
The critical environmental state demands a shift of the human-nature relationship from an exploitative
to a regenerative one. This thesis supports the notion that in order to reach such a societal shift it is
essential to make people feel deeply connected to nature around them. Children are the future
caretakers of the natural world and it is argued that it is important to foster their emotional
connectedness to nature. Achieving this, however, is not easy as today’s Western children often grow up
disconnected from nature. Although in the past years the topic has received increasing attention,
research is still scarce when it comes to how nature connectedness can be evoked in children. This casestudy researched how emotional nature connectedness could be fostered in primary school children
with an intervention that encompassed storytelling and interactive activities in a Berlin garden. The
participating school children were captured with video and audio recordings throughout the
intervention, reflection rounds and focus group interviews. Findings present the children’s emotional
nature connectedness before and after the two-day intervention and found a slight increase.
Furthermore, a great number of details that contributed to the slight increase were analysed and
discussed. The findings suggest that the storytelling was the most effective part of the intervention. A
conceptual model including hands (experiential), heart (emotional) and head (cognitive) levels helped in
this research and conclusively the findings suggest that especially the hands and the heart levels were
important to foster emotional nature connectedness. Further research on imagination and what role it
can play in fostering nature connectedness in children can get additional insights in the research topic.
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Glossary
“Claudia” - in quotes referring to the researcher Claudia
“Naemi” - in quotes referring to the storyteller Naemi
garden story = the story written by the researcher and told by the storyteller
garden school = Gartenarbeitsschule (official German name of the garden school)
GAS = official abbreviation of the garden school (from GartenArbeitsSchule)
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1.1 General context

More than ever, an increasing part of humanity realises how the future of the planet is going to be
shaped by our children (Bragg et al., 2013). Exacerbating environmental problems, climate change and
depleting resources lead to predict unprecedented challenges the next generations will have to face.
The issue of how exploited and disturbed ecosystems pose major challenges to future generations was
first officially addressed by the Brundtland Commission in 1987. This document, established by the UN
and chaired by Gro Harlem Brundtland, coined the since widely employed term “Sustainable
Development” which is defined as “development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising future generation’s needs” (Bano, 2020, p.64). This has been a main attempt of global
governments towards a more just intergenerational distribution of problems resulting from humaninduced environmental damage. The commission has led to some positive developments especially
regarding states recognising human-nature dependence and adopting environmental policy as an
important instrument of governance. However, despite some successes the planet’s environmental state
has continuously worsened (EEA, 2015). In addition, the rise of political far-right leaders has led to
major environmental backlashes (McCarthy, 2019).
Supporters of the post-ecologist paradigm claim that the environmental problems continue because of
the capitalist economic system which inherently treats nature as an infinite resource that serves humans
for their wellbeing (Blühdorn & Welsh, 2007). Nature’s resources are not infinite and this false notion
continues to cause environmental exploitation and great harm. Next to that, the neoliberal view presents
humans as separate from nature, and often puts humans above nature (Geisinger, 1999). Western
cultures generally have adopted this view which has led Western people to value nature mainly for its
tangible resources with a focus on humans taking, neglecting to also give back to nature (Geisinger,
1999).
This paper supports the view that the critical environmental state demands a shift of the human-nature
relationship from an exploitative to a regenerative one. In a regenerative relationship humans value
nature beyond providing resources and seek to live harmoniously with other living species in their local
ecosystem to flourish equally (Rhodes, 2012). In order to reach such a societal shift, from exploitative
towards regenerative, it is argued that it is essential to make people feel deeply connected to the natural
world around them (Zylstra, 2018).
The idea that profound feelings of nature connectedness should be at the core of societies living
harmoniously with nature is convincingly supported by literature that investigates human-nature
relationships, environmental responsible behaviour and education for sustainability (Zylstra, 2014;
Hayden & Buck, 2012). According to Zylstra (2014) connectedness to nature has been found to be a
reliable predictor for environmental responsible behaviour and can further heavily influence individuals’
respect for nature, career choice and ways of seeing the world. Connectedness to nature can be
conceptualized into three categories, cognitive, experiential and emotional (Zylstra, 2014). Summarized,
these categories are about experiences in nature (experiential), knowledge on nature (cognitive) and
emotions and feelings towards nature (emotional) (Zylstra, 2014). Emotional connectedness to nature, is
suggested to be most potent to influence the human-nature connection on a deep level (Ives et al., 2018).
This research therefore focuses on the emotional nature connectedness.
Children are seen as the group most affected by deteriorating environmental challenges and at the same
time, children in Western cultures are growing up more disconnected to nature than ever (Softas-Nall &
Woody, 2017; Louv, 2008). Especially in cities, children grow up in a highly digitalized world, leading a
lifestyle that results in activities that mostly take place indoors away from (non-human) nature (Swan,
2010). While the next generations often grow up with the capitalist values of nature (nature as a resource
and as separate from humans) they do get confronted already at a young age with the urgent need to
protect the environment in order to prevent global disasters. In times where Greta Thunberg is the face
for the fight for environmental justice, children have more than ever become environmental advocates,
but this role can quickly lead to feelings of being overwhelmed and anxious about the future (Swan,
2010; Clayton et al., 2017). This can feel particularly daunting to a child when it has a low connectedness
to nature (Swan, 2010; Clayton et al., 2017). The task to care for nature is then likely to be perceived
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and taken on as one that is not only incredibly complex but is also disconnected from their lifestyle and
marked by feelings of obligation (Swan, 2010). Effective nature conservation, however, does not arise
from feelings of obligation, rather it stems from intrinsic passion and deep love and connection to nature
(Bragg et al., 2013; Clayton et al., 2017). In fact, research has shown that many conservationists trace
their passion back to exceptional emotional childhood experiences with nature (Swan, 2000).
Generally, connectedness to nature can be fostered by a meaningful nature experience (Zylstra et al.,
2014; Marthers, 2020). Based on different definitions, a meaningful nature experience is conceptualised
in this research as a profound experience in or with nature that triggers strong emotions (Zylstra, 2014;
Swan, 2010; Morse, 2011; Marthers, 2020). Zylstra et al. (2014) and others stress that often guidance is
necessary for a single nature experience to be experienced as meaningful and to foster nature
connectedness (Swan 2010; Mathers, 2020). Existing research with children suggests that narrative and
storytelling could be a powerful tool to make a nature experience meaningful and foster emotional
nature connectedness (Waters, 2011; Blizard et al., 2007). A well told story often leaves listeners more
empathic, relaxed and connected to their surroundings (Waters, 2011; Hsu, 2008). This thesis explores
a case study of how a storytelling experience, purposely designed for this research, can provide the
guidance to foster emotional nature connectedness among the participating children.
The research took place in one of 15 public garden schools in Berlin (“Gartenarbeitsschule” or GAS),
which was located in Charlottenburg, a civic neighbourhood of Berlin. The school educates children
and juveniles in their thriving garden and three classrooms around the topics of nature and sustainability.

1.2 Research problem

Exacerbating environmental problems, climate change and depleting resources call for radically changing
the human-nature relationship to a much more harmonious and reciprocal one (Barrera-Hernández et
al., 2020). Research shows that nature connectedness is key for people to care well for nature. It is
argued that especially children, the future caretakers of the natural world need to have deeper
connections to nature in order to care well for it (Waters, 2017; Zylstra, 2018; Bragg et al., 2013;
Barrera-Hernández et al., 2020). At the same time, children in Western cultures grow up more
disconnected to nature than ever (Softas-Nall & Woody, 2017; Louv, 2008).
While much of the current research in the field around nature connectedness is focused on how to
measure nature connectedness, there is only limited research on how nature connectedness is evoked,
even though this is what is generally advocated for (Waters, 2017; Ives et al., 2017; Swan 2010; Otto &
Peninsi, 2017). This is important as research suggests that guidance is needed in order to foster feeling
connected to nature, and exposure to nature alone is not enough (Zylstra, 2018; Swan 2010; Mathers,
2020).
Zylstra et al. (2014) suggests with his research that there are two ways to foster emotional nature
connectedness. One is frequent exposure to nature and the other one is a meaningful nature experience.
Especially with respect to children that grow up in urban environments without chance to frequently
experience nature, research is needed towards what meaningful nature experiences are for children and
how they could be fostered within an urban setting (Mathers, 2020). Much research around meaningful
nature experiences to foster nature connectedness is based on adults (Zylstra et al., 2018; Marthers,
2020). Therefore, there is a need for research regarding what could be an example for a meaningful
nature experience for children. Philip Waters (2017) wrote his dissertation about a method to engage
children playfully in the natural environment. This method is called narrative journey and his research
suggests that stories can be a good tool to provide a meaningful nature experience and trigger emotional
nature connectedness in children (Waters, 2017). Therefore, this case-study includes storytelling as a
central element in the intervention. However, Water’s method (narrative journey) involves leaving
children a lot of control over their nature experience which is not always possible or accepted in an
urban setting (Taylor et al., 2006). The garden school of this research hosts up to eight classes a day and
the resources in terms of time, capacity and nature are limited.
Therefore, this research investigates a nature experience for urban children involving storytelling in a
more controlled setting. The research examines the potential of this storytelling experience to be a
meaningful nature experience and foster emotional nature connectedness in the participating children.
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The premise this research is based on flows from the research problem this thesis is based and and is
visualised in figure 1. Based on Water’s (2017) research, storytelling is suggested to be a good tool to
increase emotional nature connectedness. Zylstra et al. (2014) suggests that this works through creating a
meaningful nature experience. In general, there is research missing for this premise to be tested on
(urban) children in an environment that is limited in nature.

Figure 1 Premise this research is based on (Waters, 2017; Zylstra et al., 2014)

1.3 Objective including societal and scientific relevance

The aim of this case-study was to address the research gap described (1.2) and contribute to the general
knowledge on fostering emotional nature connectedness in children. This was done by exploring how a
carefully designed storytelling experience in a garden in Berlin could foster emotional nature
connectedness among the participating children. The intervention took place on two days and the
research focus was especially on the drivers behind emotional nature connectedness. Thereby, the
research attempted to untangle and conceptualise the processes that seemed most important in fostering
emotional nature connectedness in children. Further, the research gives insights in what an example of a
meaningful nature experience for urban children could look like incorporating storytelling. This is
relevant as in urban environments nature is scarce and thus it can be challenging for more and more
children who grow up in cities to feel connected to nature (Taylor et al., 2006).

1.4 Main research question

Addressing the described research gap, this thesis explores the effects of a storytelling experience in the
Berlin garden school (GAS) on a group of children from the Johann-Peter-Hebel primary school. This
leads to the following main research question:
How does the storytelling experience of the case-study project “Garten-Geschichten” in the garden
school (GAS) in Berlin foster emotional nature connectedness among the participating children?
In the following literature review, a theoretical framework is mapped that builds the foundation for the
research and leads to the formulation of three sub-questions. The literature review includes a conceptual
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model which summarizes and simplifies the main findings of existing literature concerning the research
topic.

2 Literature review
2.1 Emotional nature connectedness
2.1.1 Connectedness to nature and the Biophilia hypothesis
Connectedness to nature and the biophilia hypothesis are two concepts that are at the very base of this
research.
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Connectedness to nature is increasingly recognized in the literature as an approach to drive bottom-up
sustainable development (Bruni et al., 2017). One of the earliest theories of nature connectedness is the
“biophilia hypothesis” which claims that humans have an innate desire to connect with nature (Wilson &
Kellert, 1993). This theory is based on evolutionary psychology which claims that this innate desire to
connect with nature is engrained with humans because they have spent the majority of their history
encompassed by the natural world (Kahn, 1997). However, scholars argue that it clearly is not innate
enough to compete with other drives humans have, such as economics, industrialisation or the growing
digitalisation (Hand et al., 2017). The biophilia hypothesis lies at the basis of this research and it is
therefore assumed that emotional nature connectedness does not need to be instigated in the children
but the desire to connect to nature is already in them and can be fostered by different interventions
(Walimbe & Chitgopkar, 2018; Hand et al., 2017).
Nature connectedness has been identified to be a conduit for enhancing environmental care which has
led to the growing body of literature exploring connections between nature and humans (Bruni et al.,
2017). Also, literature about connectedness to nature in children has increased during the past years. A
study on almost 300 children by Barrera-Hernández et al. (2020) revealed a significant relationship
between connectedness to nature and sustainable behaviours and happiness. Furthermore, a study of
almost 30,000 Canadian children found that those who felt that a connection to nature is important, had
25% fewer mental ill-health symptoms (Piccininni et al., 2018).
Otto & Pensini (2017, p.89) define connectedness to nature as “the perceived closeness in the
relationship between an individual and nature”. Another definition, this time by Zylstra et al. (2014)
stresses the durability of this state being a “stable state of consciousness comprising symbiotic cognitive,
affective, and experiential traits that reflect, through consistent attitudes and behaviours, a sustained
awareness of the interrelatedness between one’s self and the rest of nature”. In general, it can be said
that connectedness to nature describes a personality trait rather than a state parameter (occurring when
being in a temporary state of mind) which means that connectedness to nature is considered a condition
that is not likely to change within in a short space of time (Bragg et al., 2013). However, Zylstra et al.
(2014) and Mathers (2020) found that strong feelings of connectedness to nature can emerge also after
only one meaningful nature experience (see also the following section 2.2).
Drawing from different literature, there are three main psychological domains identified that are
fundamental for operationalizing connectedness to nature (Zylstra et al., 2014). These domains are
cognitive, emotional and experiential domains (Zylstra et al., 2014). The cognitive includes perceptions,
memories, beliefs, thoughts, knowledge and meaning. The affective domain comprises the feelings and
emotions related to nature. The experiential domain concerns the inclinations, actions, experiences,
commitment and intentions (Zylstra et al., 2014).
Zylstra et al. (2014) assert that people who experience an increasing connectedness to nature often go
through a process that touches on all three domains: processing information (cognitive), having an
experience (experiential) and being emotionally touched (affective). Then the individual is able to
consciously find connectedness to nature which can crystallize as commitment over time. Nevertheless,
it comes naturally that this process is not linear. The three domains are interrelated and at work at the
same time, influencing and reinforcing each other. In sum, connectedness to nature can be
conceptualized as an outcome of each of the dimensions combined (Zylstra et al.,2014). Figure 2 depicts
the visual conceptualisation of connectedness to nature by Zylstra et al. (2014). This conceptualisation is
included in this thesis to demonstrate the interrelatedness of the cognitive, experiential and the
emotional domains, as well as to demonstrate the complexity of the concept. In section 2.5, when the
conceptual model for this thesis is presented, it is further explained how Zylstra et al.’s model (figure 2)
served as a guide for this research.
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Figure 2 Framework for Connectedness with Nature (CWN) by Zylstra et al. (2014) visualising how the cognitive, affective
and experiential domains of CWN are highly interrelated.

2.1.2 Connectedness to nature in children
It is argued that children’s experiences with nature are fundamentally different to adolescents and adults
which leads to think that also connectedness to nature is experienced differently (Larson et al., 2010,
Linzmayer & Halpenny, 2014, Liefländer & Bogner, 2014, Kahn & Kellert, 2002). However the
literature is lacking to back this claim (Kahn & Kellert, 2002). Children younger than 11 years seem to
experience nature more through exploration and direct contact whereas children and adolescents that
are older experience nature more through social interaction (Larson et al., 2010). Some literature
suggests that children experience and connect to nature through sense of wonder, whereas adults have
more clear categories for what certain nature elements are and wonder less about them (Mcnair, 2012;
Carson, 1998). Furthermore, children younger than 11 years seem to be more likely to experience proenvironmental attitude changes when participating in out-of-school environmental education programs
compared to older children (Liefländer & Bogner, 2014).
Existing literature on measuring connectedness to nature among children still works with the three
domains (cognitive, experiential, affective) to operationalize the concept but has a stronger focus on the
emotional domain. It is assumed that this is connected to the reasons mentioned in the previous
paragraph (Mustapa et al., 2016, Cheng and Monroe, 2010, Otto & Pensini 2017). More reasons for a
focus on the emotional domain of nature connectedness are suggested by Bragg et al. (2013) who found
that children find it easier to answer questions about their feelings and emotions towards nature rather
than their purely cognitive understanding of the concept of nature.
2.1.3 Arguing for a focus on emotional nature connectedness
Although the conceptual model of nature connectedness by Zylstra et al. (2014) suggests that the
cognitive, the experiential and the emotional domains all play a role in feeling connected to nature, this
research focuses on the emotional domain more than the others.
The reason for focusing this research on emotional nature connectedness is threefold.
First of all, as mentioned in the paragraph above, the affective domain seems to fit best to research with
young children (Bragg et al., 2013). Secondly, there are more probed methods to measure especially the
emotional domain of children’s nature connectedness (Bragg et al., 2013; Flowers et al., 2015; Hunt et
al., 2017).
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Thirdly, Ives et al (2018) developed another framework for nature connection in which they argue that
emotional nature connections are stronger and reach deeper layers than other types of connections. The
framework maps cognitive and experiential nature connections as more externally-defined, and
emotional connections as more internally-defined connections. The framework argues that addressing
emotional nature connections in interventions for sustainability change is more impactful than
addressing externally-defined nature connections (Ives et al., 2018). Although the framework is
specifically tailored towards how to bring about system change on a societal level which goes beyond the
scope of this research, their argumentation is still important regarding the societal relevance for why to
focus on emotional nature connectedness. There is a societal need of fostering deep, inner connections
to nature to work towards a world in which humans live more harmonious with nature (Ives et al., 2018).
Also Diržytė & Perminas (2020) suggest that addressing emotions directly may lead to directly changing
a person’s beliefs, behaviour and their general emotions towards nature. All in all, literature suggests
that fostering emotional nature connectedness reaches deeper realms of the person and could thereby
be more powerful than addressing cognitive or experiential levels, a premise that is further explored in
this thesis.
2.1.4 Emotional nature connectedness conceptualised

Emotional nature connectedness is conceptualized in this research project as the values regarding nature
as well as the emotions and feelings, and attachments experienced by an individual in relation to nature,
and how these in turn kindle the perceived closeness in the human-nature relationship (Zylstra et al.,
2014; Ives et al., 2018; Bragg et al., 2013).
Emotions and feelings

Emotions are fast, unconscious bodily reactions triggered mostly in the unconscious (however
sometimes also in the conscious) parts of the brain (Hansen, 2005; Jacobs, 2009). Sometimes a bodily
state can also be responsible for the triggering an emotion (for example hunger feeling leading to anger).
Triggered emotions thereby often control the individual’s responses to a wide variety of situations
(Hansen, 2005). Most definitions of emotions point towards that people do not think their emotions,
they experience them (Hanse, 2005).
Feelings on the other hand are interpreted, cognitively filtered emotional experiences (Hill, 2017;
Hansen, 2005). Scholars argue that those conscious and cognitive perceptions (feelings) are used to
communicate and control the noncognitive emotional parts. Thereby, according to Barrett (2017)
feelings are socially and culturally constructed. As feelings mostly have emotions underlying them and
can often be expressed better in words, there is also potential of gaining insights in the emotional state of
children by analysing their feelings provided that the children have some degree of emotional literacy
(Morris, 2002). In order to help the children with this emotional literacy, as well as to translate feelings
to emotions, a mood meter model was be used (see figure 3).
Emotions in this research are conceptualised according to the mood meter model (see figure 3) in which
the pleasantness of the emotion (emotional valence) is considered on one axis and the energy of the
emotion (physical arousal) is considered on the other (Hoffmann et al., 2020; Gunay et al., 2020;
Tominey et al., 2017).
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Figure 3 Mood meter indicating pleasantness of the emotion on x axis and energy level of the emotion on y axis (Hoffmann et
al., 2020)

Values and attachments

Value is defined as the worth and importance for something by someone (Dictionary, 2020). Therefore,
it can be stated that also valuing nature is connected with how important nature is to the person and how
much worth is given to it. In context of (emotional) nature connectedness, some research (Zylstra et al.,
2014) includes values in its conceptualisation of emotional nature connectedness and others exclude it
but argue that emotional nature connectedness has the potential to reach and change values (connected
to nature) (Ives et al., 2018). This research views values as part of emotional nature connectedness and
therefore looked at values, especially at “emotional values”. According to Lee et al. (2007) and Chen
(2013) “emotional values” is a sub-category of overall value perceptions. Emotional value is
characterized by positive emotions especially joy and pleasure (Lee et al., 2007). Furthermore,
emotional value for children in connection to nature can be characterized by feeling happy, feeling free,
stress relief, (life enrichment) and a sense of accomplishment (Chen, 2013).
Feelings of attachment are generally defined as feelings of love or strong connection to something or
someone (Dictionary, 2021).
Both, values and attachments are complex concepts and to measure these more in depth goes beyond
the scope of this research.
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2.2 Fostering emotional nature connectedness in children

While much of the current research in this field is focused on how to measure nature connectedness
itself, there seems to be a lack of research on how nature connectedness is evoked even though this is
what is generally advocated for (Walters, 2017; Ives et al., 2017; Swan 2010; Otto & Peninsi, 2017).
2.2.1 Meaningful nature experiences to foster emotional nature connectedness
While it has been shown that feelings of connectedness to nature increase with the frequency of nature
experiences, another way to increasing nature connectedness via a nature experience is to make that
experience more meaningful (Louv, 2008, Zylstra et al., 2014). This is particularly interesting for this
research as it aims to foster nature connectedness in a target group, children that live in a big city, that
does not have frequent access to nature. One highly meaningful experience in nature can be enough for
a child to form a strong emotional connection to nature (Zylstra et al., 2014).

Meaningful nature experiences

This research contributes to the research gap of what makes a nature experience meaningful for children
and how that fosters emotional nature connectedness.
Zylstra et al. (2014) who cites Swan (2010) and Morse (2011) describes a meaningful nature experience
as “a non-ordinary experience with/in nature that is particularly profound, significant and affective and
difficult to wholly describe.” (p. 11). Later, Zylstra (2018) describes a meaningful nature experience as
“Powerful/ exceptional experiences with/ in nature that may evoke strong emotional bonding and/ or are
particularly moving, important, affective and difficult to describe.” (p.23). According to Mathers (2020),
a meaningful nature experience is “significant and personally relevant”. Mathers (2020) brings up the
aspect of personal relevance which Zylstra does not address. Furthermore, she uses the term “profound
experience” interchangeably with “meaningful experience”. Both, Mathers (2020) and Zylstra et al.
(2014) state that a meaningful nature experience triggers strong emotions.
Based on this literature, a meaningful nature experience is conceptualised as a profound experience in
or with nature that triggers strong emotions.
There are very diverse means to think of that could foster a meaningful nature experience along this
conceptualisation and it should not be disregarded that this is highly subjective and individuals have
different ways of experiencing. Waters (2017) creates meaningful nature experiences for children which
foster emotional nature connectedness by using his narrative journey method (see section 2.6.2). This
suggests that narratives are powerful tools to foster emotional nature connectedness in children,
especially because stories can trigger strong emotional responses (Waters, 2017; Gottschall, 2012).
Since the narrative journey method involves leaving children a lot of control over their nature experience
which is not always possible or accepted in an urban Western setting this research focuses on
storytelling, which still includes story but in a more controlled top-down setting (Taylor et al., 2006).
This research explores the potential of a storytelling experience in a garden, making use of storytelling as
a tool to support a meaningful nature experience and to foster emotional nature connectedness among
children.

2.3 Storytelling
2.3.1 Storytelling and emotional nature connectedness
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As existing research suggests that storytelling is a good tool to foster sense of place, which suggests that
storytelling is also suitable to foster emotional nature connectedness in children (Strauss, 1996; Blizard,
2007).
This research decided to focus on storytelling as a tool that helps fostering emotional nature
connectedness in children and making the nature experience more meaningful to them, which is mainly
based on extensive research by Waters (2017; 2014) on using narratives to bring children closer to the
natural world (see also methodology section 4.3). Further than Waters’ research there has not been
much research done on specifically how storytelling can foster nature connectedness in children.
However, there is other literature that supports the potential of storytelling to foster emotional nature
connectedness (Waters, 2017; Blizard et al., 2007; Zipes, 2006). For example, it has been found that
stories told to children in nature increase the sense of place the children feel for the place (Blizard et al.,
2007). In Appendix D, sense of place is conceptualised and it is suggested that when sense of place is
evoked in a nature place, also emotional nature connectedness is fostered (Strauss, 1996; Blizard, 2007).
From the last decade on more attention has been placed on the effect stories and especially fairy tales
have on children’s values, behaviours and their relationship with society (Teverson, 2015; Zipes, 2006).
There is also increasing research that reveals how fundamentally stories can shape children’s relationship
and perspectives to nature as they grow up (Goodenough, 2006). It has been found that popular fairy
tales could have had adverse effects on children’s imaginations of the natural world as nature in these
tales is often depicted as dangerous and creepy. The argument is made that through that, popular fairy
tales promote an ecophobic representation of nature and should much rather focus on the more
pleasantly intriguing magic and mysteries nature has to offer (Goodenough, 2006).
Another reason to why storytelling can be a well-suited tool to foster emotional nature connectedness is
that generally storytelling is highly effective in triggering emotions in the listeners (Oatley, 2016) and
stimulate reader’s or listener’s affective response (Nikolajeva, 2014; Hunter & Eder, 2010). This is
because often listeners automatically identify with story characters and hormones like oxytocin get
released which triggers empathy and other emotions (Oatley, 2016). These are then felt from the
characters’ points of view, and often even more strongly than for peers that exist in reality (Oatley, 2016).
2.3.2 Basic background on storytelling

“Narratives and stories are perhaps the ultimate in natural and traditional human expression. […] We try
to explain our lives and our choices, where we have come from and where we hope to go from here.
Stories are supposed to be fun—they are the reason our ancestors sat happily around the fire for hours.”
(De Oliveira, 2010, p.1021)
Oral storytelling has been the most common and popular way for humans to communicate for
thousands of years (Lien & Cheng, 2013). The human brain is evolutionarily wired for this type of
communication, and furthermore storytelling is also fundamental for memory and
knowledge (Welin, 1979). Recent research suggests that stories have remarkable effects on the brain.
Storytelling increases the concentration and the listener automatically tries to grasp the core of the story
(Harré, 2011). However, even though the focus increases, at the same time the mind is in a more
relaxed state, because other signals are being suppressed at that moment. Stories make the human brain
experience what is being told, by creating pictures in the mind (Harré, 2011, Marshall, 2011).
Automatically, hormones get released and not only does the listener have pictures in the mind to
reproduce the narrative, but also feels with the main character (Gottschall, 2012; Oatley, 2016).
Storytelling increases the production of this hormone and the positive emotions that are triggered have
shown to be the reason for people’s increased willingness to increase their caring and social behaviour
(Barraza et al., 2015). A story often reaches the subconscious and has a deeper and longer lasting effect
on the person’s mind than hard facts. Thereby, stories are more able to change people’s beliefs, views
and values that are embedded in their identity. In general, stories play an essential role in the overall
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understanding of human social identity (Welin, 1979). Furthermore, stories play an essential role in how
humans make meaning of their experiences (De Oliveira, 2010).
2.3.3 Children and stories
Most children are naturally intrigued by stories. They find them fun and generally like to listen to them
(De Oliveira, 2010). Thereby stories have been informally used as teaching and communication tools to
transmit values, morals and ethics (Hunter & Eder, 2010; Wardetzky, 1990). Morals refer to “standards
for good or bad character and behaviour” (Dictionary, 2021). Furthermore, children often make stories
up themselves, based on their imagination and use these narratives in socializing activities like games
(Waters, 2017; De Oliveira, 2010). Stories as socializing activities position the children within the story
as players and often include pretence play (Cattanach, 1997; Opie and Opie, 1984; De Oliveira, 2010).
Stories thereby help children create meaning over social constructions and their personal experiences
(De Oliveira, 2010; Hunter & Eder, 2010).
Children’s literature appeals to “emotions rather than reason and stimulates reader’s affective response”
(Nikolajeva, 2014, p.60). A captivating children’s story is stated to need a plot that flows, is easy to follow
and good to understand for children, characters that trigger the listener’s identification, evoke emotional
responses and present moral dilemmas (Horning, 1997; O’Sullivan, 2004).

2.4 Learning theory to support the intervention for children
2.4.1 The garden school as a learning environment
The garden school (GAS) often collaborate with schools in Berlin to educate children and juveniles
around ecological topics especially related to sustainability. The garden therefore serves formal
education in the first place, meaning that activities they offer are part of externally imposed curricula
(Adomssent et al., 2007). This distinguishes the place to other urban educational gardens that often
focus on informal education and the garden activities to be collaborative and co-creational. Informal
learning is defined as “any activity involving the pursuit of understanding, knowledge or skill which
occurs without the presence of externally imposed curricular criteria” (Livingstone, 2001, p.4).
Nevertheless, despite the collaboration with schools, and the general pre-set-up for formal education, the
place invites and stimulates informal learning. This is due to the design of the place to be creative,
aesthetically pleasing and to evoke interest for the garden’s projects and for nature. In the garden school
(GAS) the design is aimed at children and juveniles. According to Schugurensky (2000) informal
learning can happen by self-directed learning (conscious learning without assistance of an educator),
experiential learning (seemingly unintentional but conscious learning by experiencing) and socialization
(unintentional and unconscious tacit learning and internalization of values, attitudes, behaviours, etc.
during everyday life) (Roberts, 2011).
However, generally, it can be argued that there is no such clear distinction of formal and informal
learning as both happen simultaneously in a learning process. In this line of argument, formality and
informality are attributes present in any learning situation (Malcolm et al., 2003).
This research aims to enable informal learning aspects and the unintentional, the unconscious tacit
learning within a formal learning setting of conventional primary school education. This serves to leave
space for the children to internalize nature as a personal value, a process relevant for emotional nature
connectedness and part of the socialization by Schugurensky’s (2000) conceptualization of informal
learning. The storytelling experience is designed to be fun and intriguing and there will not be an overt
focus on teaching. Furthermore, the intervention also aims at involving the senses and thus at learning by
experiencing which is part of the experiential learning by Schugurensky (2000).
2.4.2 The head, heart, hands model and transformative learning
Another organizing principle for teaching and learning that is gaining popularity in sustainability
education is the conceptualization of head, hands and heart based on Rudolf Steiner’s humanistic
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education (Waters, 2014; Singleton, 2015). Incorporating this principle, Singleton (2015) developed a
model for transformative learning (figure 4).

Figure 4 Head, heart and hands model for transformative learning by Singleton (2015)

Transformative learning addresses deeper inner-personal realms of the learners to drive change towards
more sustainability (Mulder, 2012).
The intervention in the presented research also aims to address deep inner-personal realms, especially
the emotional (heart) level, which is why this model proves useful. Furthermore, the model is
remarkably congruent with the conceptual framework by Zylstra et al. (2014) for nature connectedness,
addressing the experiential (similar to hands), emotional (similar to heart) and cognitive (similar to head)
realm.
Transformative learning advocates for educating along a set of new competencies in order to drive
sustainable development in a dynamic and interlinked world (see below in table 1, Wals et al., 2015;
Wiek et al., 2011). The sustainability competencies this research particularly looks at is the existential
and normative dimension of sustainability (table 1, bottom row). This dimension addresses the “sustain’
abilities” to connect with places and other species and aims at teaching the learners to be and to care.
This dimension can be organized in the heart area of the head-heart-hands model (Sipos et al., 2008).
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Table 1 Dimensions of sustainability competence and associated sustain’abilities (Wals et al., 2015)

It can be concluded that emotional nature connectedness can be translated into the specific learning
competencies “to connect with places and other species” and “to learn to be in nature” and “to care for
nature” (see table 1.; Wals et al., 2015). Sipos et al. (2008) suggests that these competencies can be
organized in the heart area of the head-heart-hands model (see above).
Basing the design of the intervention on learning theory is helpful for its legitimacy, its positive impact, as
well as understanding mechanisms that foster emotional nature connectedness.

2.5 The hands, heart and head model- the conceptual framework for
this thesis

The head, heart and hands model is a popular conceptualisation often used to summarise Rudolf
Steiner’s humanistic education that considers “the whole child” (Waters, 2014). Singleton (2015)
incorporates this conceptualisation in his education model for children to drive transformative learning.
It thereby suggests addressing all three of these levels to reach deep inner-personal realms of children.
Thus, this model, proposed by Singleton (2015), serves as an excellent guide for designing the
intervention of this research and can be used as reference points for assessing the data. The model is
also so fitting to this research because the conceptualization of nature connectedness (see section 2.1,
Zylstra et al., 2014) has congruent categories to the head, heart, hands model. These categories are
referred to by Zylstra et al. (2014) as the cognitive, experiential and emotional domains. Additionally,
the fact that these domains are overlapping and interrelated can also be found in each model and is
especially well depicted in Zylstra et al.’s model (see figure 2 in section 2.1).
Based on this model by Singleton (2015), the Framework for Connectedness with Nature (CWN) by
Zylstra et al. (2014) and the conceptualisation of different nature connections and its deeper impacts by
Ives et al. (2018) the conceptual framework for this thesis looks like the following image.
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Figure 5 Hands, heart and head model, the Conceptual framework of this research

In this conceptualization the hands, heart and head categories are based on the nature connectedness
model by Zylstra et al. (2014) and include the following.
Hands
Exploration
Action
Intentions
(bodily) experiences (including senses)
Heart
Emotions (pleasant- unpleasant, high energy- low energy)
Feelings
Head
Memories
Beliefs
Thoughts
Knowledge
Naturally, the emotional level addresses the emotional nature connectedness most directly (Ives et al.,
2018). Nevertheless, the other two levels are also important as they too influence the emotional nature
connectedness (Zylstra et al., 2014).
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This conceptual model serves to build the basis for
-

understanding what aspects are most important to consider when designing an intervention that aims
to foster emotional nature connectedness among children
seeing where emotional connectedness to nature is positioned within the broader concept of
connectedness to nature
seeing the intertwined hands, heart and head levels addressed when fostering emotional nature
connectedness among children
providing a guide and reference points for assessing the data

Furthermore, the hands, heart, head model includes “place” as an important aspect for an intervention
to foster emotional nature connectedness. This is based on transformative learning theory by Singleton
(2015) who calls the place “the authentic context for meaning and engagement” (p.1). In Appendix D
the factor of the place is further elaborated on with existing literature, conceptualising sense of place and
the role of place regarding emotional nature connectedness.

2.6 Summary
-

-

-

Taking the literature research, several conclusions can be drawn that are important to take into
consideration for the research:
Connectedness to nature incorporates three main domains: cognitive, experiential and emotional
(Zylstra, 2014). All three domains are part of the experience of feeling connected to nature. This can be
compared to the head, heart and hands model by Singleton (2015), where all the three areas need to be
addressed to reach deep personal realms. The hands, heart, head conceptual model (section 2.3.1)
summarised this and serves as a guiding framework for this research.
Emotional connectedness to nature focuses more on the emotional domain as this is argued to reach
deeper personal realms. Thereby there is a focus on the heart level of the hands, heart, head model.
However also the hands and the head levels as such influence the heart level because the three areas are
intertwined.
The emotional nature connectedness is conceptualised as emotions, feelings, values and attachments
towards nature.
According to the literature emotional nature connectedness in children in this context is best fostered by
a meaningful nature experience. A meaningful nature experience is conceptualised as being a profound
experience in or with nature that triggers strong emotions.
Storytelling could be a suitable tool to make the nature experience in the intervention of this case-study a
meaningful nature experience to foster emotional nature connectedness in children
Place plays an important role in fostering emotional nature connectedness
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3 Research questions
As already explained in the introduction of this thesis, this research aims to contribute to filling the gap
in literature of how emotional nature connectedness can be evoked in children. This is taken on by
investigating in the effects of a storytelling experience in the Berlin garden school (GAS) on a group of
children from the Johann-Peter-Hebel primary school.
Thereby the main research question is:

How does the storytelling experience of the case-study project “GartenGeschichten” in the garden school (GAS) in Berlin foster emotional nature
connectedness among the participating children?
The literature research led to a division of this research into three sub-questions.
Sub-questions:
1. How does the storytelling experience affect the children’s emotions?
2. How could the storytelling experience be a profound nature experience for the children?
3. How does the storytelling experience affect the children’s values and attachments connected to nature?
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4 Methodology
The data for this research was gathered during the intervention referred to as the “storytelling
experience” and introduced to the participating children and their teachers as the “Projekt GartenGeschichten.

4.1 Place-based and participatory research

The research was a place-based research that supported conducting research in more participatory ways
(Horlings et al., 2020). As part of a place-based research the local resources including the limited nature
and limited time for the children generally to spend in the garden school were considered. Furthermore,
the limited capacities of the garden to host a maximum number of eight classes a day were included in
the research, which dealt with the problem of fostering emotional nature connectedness in a restricted
nature setting. Additionally, it was considered that the garden was big with space to run around, looked
beautiful and well maintained and had a broad range of diverse plants and insects. These aspects were
included in the outline of the intervention, as well as in the story itself that was written about this specific
garden place.
The case study was fundamentally designed to be research with and not about children, making use of
multiple methods to enable the children to contribute in a participatory way to the research and thereby
co-creating knowledge that addressed the research question. In frequent reflection rounds with open
questions the children were given space to freely express themselves and have agency and choice in what
“knowledge” they wanted to contribute. This was important to keep the children engaged, but also to
enable them to find their personal conduit to emotional nature connectedness, as generally, children are
diverse and have different ways of feeling and expressing their emotional connectedness (McLeod,
2015). Moments of reflection took place at the start and the end of every storytelling day as well as three
weeks after the storytelling experience.

4.2 Basic Approach and Sampling

The researcher of this case-study was a Master of Organic Agriculture student from Wageningen
University & Research in the Netherlands.
The storytelling experience aimed to influence positively the children’s emotional nature connectedness
and thereby gave space to them for some active participation in the research. It was thereby a processoriented research. The intervention was introduced to the children as a “research to find out what the
best stories are to tell in a garden like the one from the garden school”.
The storytelling experience took place in the urban garden of the garden school called
Gartenarbeitsschule (GAS) in Berlin, Charlottenburg (Germany). The data for the research was gathered
on two consecutive storytelling days with one fixed group of 24 children from the Johann-Peter-Hebel
primary school from the city district (Berlin Charlottenburg).
Sampling was based on purposive technique (Ziebland & McPherson, 2006). The group of children was
a 3rd grade class which was chosen together with the manager of the garden Ulrike Wosing. The selection
mainly depended on availability of the group and interest of the class teacher to participate with the class.
Another important selection criterion was that the children had not yet been to the garden school. In
that way, the children did not yet have a connection to the nature place and the effect of the storytelling
experience could be better assessed (Blizard et al., 2007). The group was also chosen to be from a
conventional school as well as having little to no experience with outdoor education. This served to
increase the relevance of this study for the conventional schooling system in Berlin, Germany.
Furthermore, the children were chosen to be 7 to 10 years old as children from 6 to 11 years have
distinct approaches to experience nature compared to younger or older ones (Larsen et al., 2010;
Liefländer & Bogner, 2014). Another prerequisite was that all children understood and spoke German
because the storytelling experience was led in German. Nevertheless, German did not have to be their
native tongue.
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4.3 The storytelling experience

The storytelling experience intervention was presented to the school class as an excursion called
“Projekt Garten-Geschichten”. The class spent two early afternoons end of September, beginning of
October in the garden following the guidance of the researcher and storyteller and under the supervision
of the class teacher, a parent and the garden school teacher. The storytelling experience was spread over
two days with a week in between which provided time for the experience to sink in and increase the
nature connectedness effect towards a specific place (Waters, 2017; Appendix C).
The programme of the storytelling experience was designed by the researcher with the help of experts
(teachers and storytellers) along the same hands, heart, head conceptual model this thesis is based on
(see section 2.5). The storytelling as well as all activities in the programme addressed all of the three
levels of this model, with a focus on the emotional (heart). The story was central to the programme in
terms of how it was presented to the children, as well as how the activities were designed. The story was
written by the researcher with the help of two storytellers and then freely told to the children by a
professional storyteller called Naemi. In total there was almost one hour of storytelling (half an hour
each day) and five hours of other activities including free play/ exploring time for the children in the
garden spread over two storytelling experience days. More details on the programme of the storytelling
experience can be found in section 5.2 .

The Garden

The garden the children visited is part of the Gartenarbeitsschule (can be literally translated to “garden
work school”) in Berlin Charlottenburg which is a school specialised in educating children and juveniles
about a wide range of ecological issues especially related to sustainability. The garden space provides a
lush and biodiverse nature space of almost 1 hectare. The garden is organized in different beds,
composting and an orchard meadow and provides thereby a great place to facilitate the research
addressing the children’s emotional nature connectedness. The place itself is made for evoking
children’s interest in what grows there and in the local nature in general. Many corners of the garden
educate with boards about native species, the human-nature relationship and ecosystem services. In
these spaces the plant as well as insect biodiversity is relatively high and leaves space for the children to
explore and discover.

The storytelling experience as an intervention based on learning theory for children

The research is based on a storytelling experience in a garden as an intervention to explore its potential
to increase emotional nature connectedness among the participating children.
The design of this intervention is based on learning theory for three main reasons.
First of all, the garden school is a formal learning environment which works together with conventional
schools in Berlin. In order to conduct such intervention with a school class in the garden, it is necessary
that the intervention is approved by the teachers and legitimatised.
Second, the storytelling experience aims to have a positive impact on the children’s emotional nature
connectedness which demands for careful consideration on how to design the programme and which
elements to include. Learning theory can help to give insights on how to achieve most impact on the
participating children.
Third, there are generally only few models thematizing children’s emotional nature connectedness
(Waters, 2014). Existing pedagogies touching upon children’s nature connectedness can be found in
learning theory such as Waldorf schooling theory, Rudolf Steiner’s educational philosophy and within
environmental education and place-based education (Waters, 2014). Therefore, learning theory can be
useful to conceptualize and understand possible mechanisms underlying children’s emotional nature
connectedness.
For these reasons, the programme for this participatory case-study is designed with the help of learning
theory for sustainable development (see section 4.5, Singleton, 2015; Mulder, 2012; Wals et al., 2015).
Although most theories do not particularly focus on human-nature connectedness, this can help to gain
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understanding in how the intervention should be designed and how emotional nature connectedness
could be fostered in children.

The design of the storytelling experience with help of the heads-heart-hands model

The storytelling experience aimed to have a positive impact on the emotional nature connectedness of
the children. This, as presented in the literature review, is a deeper-inner personal layer; a layer that can
be addressed in students with transformative learning methods (see 2.4.2 for an explanation on
transformative learning). Transformative learning methods used to design the intervention include the
hands, heart, head model and reflection rounds.
The whole programme was therefore designed to address the hands, heart and head levels of the
children with a focus on the emotional level (heart) as this intervention is especially interested in
reaching the affective and more profound layers. See section 2.5 for more details and what the different
levels of this model incorporate. The storytelling experience thus included activities mainly addressing
the senses (hands), questions where the children were to use their mental capacities (head) and a story
that was designed to trigger emotions in the children.
Next to the relevance of the learning theory, especially the head, heart, hands model, for the design of
the intervention, the model also helped with organising (coding) and analysing the data with regards to
the research question, described in the following section.

The narrative journey method

The storytelling experience included storytelling based on the research by Waters (2017; 2014) on
narrative journeys. Narrative journeys are a pedagogical method that serves to accompany outdoor and
experiential learning. The method uses narrative cues and story framing to provoke children’s free-play
and story co-creation in order to incite their interest in the natural world and to foster emotional
connectedness to nature. The method was invented by Waters and applied and tested in his dissertation
(Waters, 2017). Results of this dissertation show that story can be used to increase children’s
engagements with the place on hands, heart and head levels, as well as nourish their creativity. The
narrative journey method triggers imagination and emotions in children and increases the children’s
socio-dramatic play. Socio-dramatic play is associated with children recreating the ecology of their own
personal world in order to then appropriate its structures; a process in which children create personal
meaning involving their imagination (Papadopoulou, 2011).
The method has been proven to successfully increase children’s interest, joy and connection to nature.
Narrative journey distinguishes itself from the classical storytelling (the method chosen for this research)
in which the narrative and thus the control over the story lies with the storyteller. Waters (2017) argues
that it is important to leave freedom and control over the narrative to the children in order to create a
meaningful experience and support the development of their personal interests for the natural world.
However, leaving free choice over their play and exploration in nature places is not always easily
attainable (King & Howard, 2014). In conventional schools there is strict supervision over children not
to put themselves in danger. Furthermore, in urban gardens like the garden schools in Berlin, nature
resources are limited and visitors are urged not to rip out leaves and plants, which poses restrictions on
the children and hinders establishing connections to nature (Waters, 2017).
Despite some significant differences between storytelling and the narrative journey method, Waters’
research gives great insights into how story can be used to foster emotional nature connectedness among
children (Waters, 2017; Waters, 2014).
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4.4 Data Collection Methods

Data that was gathered focused on the children’s subjective nature experiences (how it could have been a
meaningful nature experience) and their emotional nature connectedness and how these evolved during
the intervention. Special attention was given to how emotions were triggered and what role these
emotions played in the nature experience to foster emotional nature connectedness.
Research suggests that using multiple methods when doing qualitative research with children offers more
insights and better understandings that may otherwise be difficult to obtain using a single method of data
collection (Darbyshire et al., 2005). The surveys and drawing tools were combined with video and audio
recordings to capture children’s reactions. These recordings were then analysed along the hands, heart
and head model (see conceptual model section 2.5). Furthermore, reflection rounds and focus group
interviews were conducted to give the children a platform to express themselves regarding the research
topic.

Expert interviews

Additionally, four experts were interviewed to get further insights into the matter. The experts
interviewed were the class teacher Nikole (in order to get more information on the children), the
storyteller Naemi (after each storytelling day to share and compare observations), a fairy tale researcher
Kristina Wardetzky (1990) and the narrative journey researcher Philip Waters (2017) who both helped
to understand findings of this research better.
4.4.1 Emotional nature connectedness prior and after the intervention
Short surveys were filled out and drawings were made by the children before and after the storytelling
experience to assess their emotional nature connectedness. These data collection methods were based
on the existing methods of measuring emotional connectedness to nature developed specifically for and
or tested on children (Salazar et al., 2020; Schultz, 2002; Bragg et al., 2013; Hunt et al., 2017; Brügger et
al. 2011; Cheng & Monroe, 2011).
Salazar et al. (2020 p.15) notes that generally a short intervention like the presented one would be too
low intensity to influence connectedness to nature in a way that it can be properly measured with tools
like drawings and surveys. That and the fact that there were some constraints (6.2.2, 6.2.3) is why the
drawings and the surveys mainly functioned as supportive assessment methods to the other data
gathering tools. The main research data consists of the audio and video recordings of the children during
the intervention (see section 4.4.2).

Drawings

Drawings can be an excellent tool to generally assess children’s nature connectedness, their perspectives
on nature and their emotions towards nature (Salazar et al., 2020). The children drew themselves in
nature before the storytelling experience and after. They followed a guided meditation in which they had
to imagine themselves in nature and then they were instructed to draw what they had imagined.
19 out of 24 children completed two drawings (the other 5 did not complete two drawings because they
had to leave earlier one day or were not present due to sickness). The first drawing was done by the
children on the first storytelling day in a classroom of the garden school and the second drawing was
done in their classroom in school a day after the second storytelling day. Both times the children got the
exact same instructions and had 30 minutes time to draw “themselves in nature”.
The drawings were analysed and interpreted by the researcher to gain insights into their emotional
nature connectedness before and after the storytelling experience and possible changes (Salazar et al.,
2020).
This was mainly done using a set of codes (Appendix G). The drawings were examined along with these
codes in an iterative process, assessing each drawing and then comparing them to each other.
Observations were written down in a notebook and commonalities and differences were mapped.
Furthermore, the drawings were assessed for creativity and imagination by five judges in line with the
Consensual Assessment Technique (Baer & McKool, 2009). Among the judges was one expert who
works as artist and art teacher in a primary school. The other judges had some level of expertise in the
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field of children and art and included a fine arts artist, a paperwork artist, a digital arts artist and a
nursery teacher who likes to do arts projects with children. The judges were free to assess the drawings
in their own way without a specific definition of creativity. Nevertheless, “originality” was presented to
the judges as a specific creativity criterion to take into account. This criterion was in line with popular
definitions of creativity as well as creativity criteria for drawings (Ryan & Winston, 1978; Storme et al.,
2014). The drawings were presented to the judges on the laptop screen in a random sequence, children
and first and second drawings shuffled up. The judges scored the drawings on a score from 1 to 10 (1
being least creative and 10 being most).
Additionally, colours were counted of each drawing, also with the purpose of getting insights into the
creativity and imagination before and after the storytelling experience (Ryan & Winston, 1878).

Diaries

Additionally, 9 children handed in their diaries in which there were to two entries about their
experiences in the garden school. These entries only served as additional data to support and
doublecheck findings. The entries were made after the first storytelling experience day and or the
second one and are used in this research as supportive data to add on to the other reflections of the
children (including interviews, reflection rounds and drawings).

Surveys

Combining elements from the existing methods, a survey was developed by the researcher to assess the
children’s emotional connectedness to nature before and after the storytelling workshop.
This survey was given to the children right before and right after the storytelling workshop. It included 7
questions for the children to mark with a cross.
The first question is an adaptation by Bragg et al. (2013) of the INS (nature in self) scale developed by
Schultz (2002). This INS (nature in self) scale was developed by Schultz (2002) based on a technique
used to assess emotional closeness in human relationships (Aron, Aron & Smollan, 1992). The
adaptions by Bragg et al. (2013) that were also adopted in this research were tested with children aged 812 and consist of the circles being labelled as ‘me’ and ‘nature’ rather than ‘self’ and ‘nature’ and instead
of seven pairs of circles there are only five (see figure 6., Bragg et al., 2013).

Figure 6 First question of the survey given, based on Schultz (2002) and adapted by Bragg et al. (2014)
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The other six questions worked with a 5-point response scale either indicated by smileys (ranging from
looking unhappy to looking happy) or ranging from “yes, I agree completely” to “no, I completely
disagree”. The questions were developed in line with the NCI-Nature connection Index developed by
Hunt et al. (2017). The NCI-Nature connection Index is a six-item questionnaire with a 7 point Likert
scale (1 completely disagree -7 completely agree). The questionnaire is particularly suitable for children
and asks participants about their affective relationship with the natural world. Thereby the questions
covered enjoyment of nature, empathy for its creatures, sense of oneness, and sense of responsibility.
The surveys served as one indicator to how emotionally connected the child is to nature right before and
after the nature experience.
Furthermore, questions in the reflections rounds and focus group interviews were semi-structured and
based on The Disposition to Connect to Nature scale (DCN) by Brügger et al. (2011) and the
Connection to Nature Index (CNI) by Cheng and Monroe (2010) (see section 4.4.3).
4.4.2 Video and audio recordings
Video and audio recordings were taken by two helpers with two single-lens cameras and two separate
microphones during the entire storytelling experience to capture the children. The helpers got detailed
instructions on how to position themselves in each moment of the storytelling experience. The
instructions were thought of by the researcher before the intervention started, when walking through the
garden, going through the programme and chosing the locations and settings for the different
programme points. The helpers were instructed to capture as much as possible the children’s reactions
with a focus on their emotional reactions. They were mostly recording as discreet as possible from two
angles to best capture all the children (except for the two that did not get the permission to be filmed).
Only in the moments where the children were free to walk around in the garden, the camera people also
walked around and filmed some children more specifically. The helpers were instructed to interact and
disturb the children as little as possible. However, when a camera was pointed at the children it often did
disturb them in their explorations and it happened a few times that the helpers then actively interacted
with them. In these moments the helpers then started conversations questioning the children about what
they were doing.
The recordings captured children’s sighs, interjections, exclamations, tone of voice and pace of speaking
and their facial and bodily expressions (including gestures and postures) beyond the only-verbal mode of
expression. Video and audio recordings can thereby capture much more detailed data on how the
storytelling experience affected the children. This data can provide valuable insights regarding the
emotional state of children which otherwise could not be captured with words alone. Facial expressions
as well as movements and body positions can give detailed clues to the emotional state of a child,
including the subconscious emotions (Gross & Ballif, 1991). Different tools (facial coding, movement
analysis) and literature were used to interpret the children’s non-verbal expressions for their emotional
meaning (Srinivasan et al., 2018; Hill, 2017; Gross & Ballif, 1991; Maude, 2010; De Gelder, 2006).
Facial coding is especially useful when the children do not express their emotions verbally and have
limited emotional literacy (Sherwood, 2006). Facial codes detected by Srinivasan & Martinez (2018)
helped to identify the valence (pleasantness) of the in the face expressed emotions. Their cross-cultural
large-scale study found in total 35 facial expressions that can be used to reliably code for different types
of emotions. These 35 facial expressions were compared with expressions found on the children and
helped to analyse the emotion the child most likely felt in that moment.
Furthermore, the recordings could give insights in how, how much and with what level of immersion and
engagement children participated in the different parts of the intervention (De Gelder, 2006). There
were three different levels of engagement that were looked into along the hands, heart, head model:
physical engagement, emotional engagement and mental engagement.
Besides recording via video it was important that the researcher was present to observe at the research
site as the researcher could notice things that the camera could not capture. Therefore, the researcher
took notes during and right after each intervention. Afterwards, the video and audio recording were
transcribed, coded and analysed (see 4.4.4 for more information).
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4.4.3 Focus group interviews and reflection rounds
During the storytelling experience the children were asked specific questions in several reflection
moments. After the intervention there were focus group interviews conducted and there was another
reflection round with the whole class.

Reflection rounds

In reflection rounds the researcher functioned as a facilitator. When discussions between the children
came up involving topics or behaviour relevant for the research, the researcher facilitated this and
encouraged the children to freely express and exchange themselves. Reflection rounds could provide
valuable insights in how children experience an intervention. Furthermore, reflection rounds generally
are important for children to become consciously aware of what they experienced and thus the
reflections provided valuable contributions to a learning process (Oberauer, 2019). Thereby the
reflection rounds in the intervention were designed to not only serve the data gathering but actively
contribute to the storytelling experience to foster emotional nature connectedness and make it more
meaningful to the children (Oberauer, 2019).

After intervention- focus group interviews and reflection round

After the experience there were three focus group interviews conducted with four children each (12 out
of 24 children in total due to time and capacity constraints of the class). These semi-structured interviews
were recorded with a microphone and later truth transcribed. The truth transcription thereby included
all words, sighs and other forms of expressions by the children and the interviewer in order to analyse
the full impression of the children’s (emotional) reactions and opinions regarding different questions
and themes (Sahu et a., 2019). Focus group interviews is a method that is gaining increasing popularity
among researchers as primary school children are comfortable and familiar discussing matters in groups
(Darbyshire et al., 2005). The children for these interviews were selected with purposeful sampling,
according to whether they had interesting input during the intervention. Interesting input that led to a
selection included remarkable comments, contradicting or surprising behaviour or strong emotional
engagement in order to get more insights that can answer the research questions. Furthermore, groups
were put together along with the estimation of the researcher together with the teacher on which children
fit well together when discussing things jointly (e.g. shy more quiet children together with children who
leave space for these to talk too). The main purpose of these interviews was to get deeper insights in the
children’s experience, emotions and understandings of the intervention by letting them articulate that in
their own words. Furthermore, questions were asked to get more knowledge on the children’s
background and perceptions regarding nature and stories prior to the storytelling experience in order to
understand better what the impact of the intervention was and what might have influenced the children
prior to that. The children were enthusiastically answering posed questions and also animatedly
discussed topics (for example their favourite parts of the story) with each other although the researcher
was making sure to keep the focus on the specific topics interesting for the study. The enthusiasm of the
children seemed to arise mainly because they liked the story and their time in the garden and were
therefore eager to share more about their subjective experience.
Lastly, three weeks after the storytelling experience another reflection round was held by the researcher.
This did not have a specific purpose as the research did not aim to measure any longer term effects on
the children. The round rather happened spontaneously, initiated by the researcher out of interest when
she brought back the drawings. The round was recorded with the researcher’s phone and later truth
transcribed. In this reflection round the children were free to articulate what they still remembered of
the storytelling experience and could share whether they had been seeing nature any differently. Data
from this reflection round served as being very valuable especially from a discussion that came up when
one child stated that “hugging trees is stupid” (see findings part 5.6.2).
4.4.4 Coding and data analysis
The audio and video recordings of the intervention, reflection rounds and focus group interviews were
truth transcribed by the researcher also including non-verbal emotional expressions. Emotional
expressions were interpreted with the help of the Facial codes detected by Srinivasan & Martinez (2018)
and descriptions of the interpretations were written out and included in the transcriptions.
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The transcriptions were read through and organized in themes and sub-themes to form a coding scheme
to better analyse the data. This was an iterative process in which the themes and codes were adapted and
changed a few times while going through the data. The final coding scheme applied to the transcriptions
can be found in Appendix G.

4.5 Role and competencies of the researcher

In line with the place-based research philosophy, the researcher in this study was not only an “objective”
observer but also an “embodied researcher”. She thereby took on different proactive roles and
committed to responsibly and preparedly take on the activities of the researcher roles (especially the first
three roles described in table 2) mapped by Wittmayer & Schäpke (2014, see table 2).
Table 2 Roles and competencies of researchers in sustainability research by Wittmayer and Schäpke (2014)

The following section addresses some specific competencies that the researcher/ facilitator in this case
study needed.
In general, it should be noted that children can be especially sensitive to atmosphere and a facilitator’s
presence. When facilitating for emotional nature connectedness, the facilitator herself needed to be
ecologically sensible and think and feel relationally (Gersie, 2015). The facilitator therefore needed to
have an emotional connection to the local nature herself.
This was especially important for moderating the reflection rounds but also contributed to her general
presence. Furthermore, the facilitator needed to be emotionally literate to facilitate the emotional
literacy workshop and to react sensitive to the children expressing their emotions (Sherwood, 2008).
Emotional literacy demands to “be able to express, respond and manage a range of feelings in ways that
work for them and are important for others” (Gersie, 2015). Also, the facilitator found it important to be
competent in knowing that emotions are linked to needs and values. This was useful to create a safe
atmosphere for the children to express their emotions and to support children if they had shown signs of
confusion about emotions they felt (which did not happen). A facilitation tool that is useful for emotional
conversations consists of non-violent communication (Rosenberg & Chopra, 2015; Brouwer et al.,
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2015). Non-violent communication mainly served the researcher to feel competent and thereby create a
safe space for emotions.
Furthermore, it was important in this training for the facilitator to have excellent active listening skills
(see Appendix C) to actively listen to the child and to support them in expressing their perception
(Brouwer et al., 2015).

4.6 Ethical considerations
4.6.1 Aspects to consider when doing research with children
The data collection mainly took place during the intervention itself. Therefore, it was important to
consider appropriate communication and interaction with the children in order for them to understand
instructions, feel comfortable and to nudge them to express themselves in ways valuable to answer the
research questions. For this reason, in this section there are some aspects presented to consider when
doing research on children.
Particularly children under 11 years old tend to want to please and provide desired information (Platt,
2016). Therefore, it was ever more important for the researcher not to show what she would like or
expect to hear (Platt, 2016). The researcher addressed this issue by asking questions openly and reacting
to the answers leaving out judgement as much as she could. The researcher tried to ask and react calmly
and rather neutral in her emotions towards the children. Nevertheless, it was also important to
encourage the children to share their thoughts openly. For that reason, the researcher focused on
expressing few of her own emotions and mainly emphasized her interest in the children and their
opinions.
Furthermore, it was considered that children might answer while actually not having fully understood the
question. This behaviour occurs often in younger children that want to perform mainly to please the
researcher (Platt, 2016). The children’s drive towards providing expected answers was counteracted by
having the children talk to the group rather than directly to the researcher. Reflection rounds and talking
circles were always done in a circle and instructions were often formulated for the children to share with
the whole group. This was partly also applied to the focus group interviews.
Before designing and conducting the intervention, the researcher read about things to consider when
researching with children and took minor details into account such as children’s weaker sense of time
and weaker sense of exact frequency (Platt, 2016; Hox et al., 2003; Borgers et al., 2003).
Furthermore, primary school children sometimes do not know that the researcher does not know the
answer (Platt, 2016). Therefore, active listening skills, specifically the drawing out techniques were useful
to get a full answer from a child (see Appendix C). This was also important considering when a child did
not to answer fully or properly, as this might not always be as meaningful as it seemed and a child could
then be gently encouraged to elaborate more on their response despite initial reluctance (Platt, 2016).
In general, it was important to conduct formative research in order to understand the behaviours,
characteristics, interests and needs of the target group. For this purpose, the researcher gardened with
another school class in this age group prior the intervention and also read them the first draft of the
story, that was written for the storytelling experience. This served to observe and interact with the
children and develop a feeling for the age group. Furthermore, the researcher informed herself about
the target group by talking with the class teacher and general professionals that worked with children.
4.6.2 Ethical concerns
Given that this was a study with children who are considered a vulnerable group, ethical concerns and
balancing actions were carefully considered. For this purpose of ethical considerations, the proposal of
the study obtained ethical validity from the Social Science Ethics Committee of the Wageningen
University and Research.
In the past two decades there has been a reconceptualization of how to do research on children
(Shamrova & Cummings, 2017). Whereas before they were seen as rather passive objects of research,
today research about children is conducted in a way that the children are active agents. Also this
research, was conducted together with children rather than on children. Thereby, there was less focus on
pushing for specific input from the children but giving them the space to express their own opinions,
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acknowledging their competence and agency to contribute to the research. Nevertheless, the fact that the
children were in their formal class setting did limit their freedom and agency in a way that they were
expected by their class teacher to behave according to rules and standard procedures (only talking when
asked, staying calm and seated in the meantime etc.).
4.6.3 Consent and information
The storytelling experience intervention was introduced to all persons involved as “Projekt GartenGeschichten”. Before the intervention started, informed consent was obtained from every parent or legal
guardian of the child. The consent documents were handed out by the class teacher of the children two
weeks prior the intervention. The consent documents for the parents included an information sheet and
a consent form asking specifically to tick three fields and thereby give consent for the following data
collection methods: pictures, video recordings and voice recordings (Appendix B). A copy of this
consent form can be found in Appendix B including an English translation. The child and or the parent
were also given the option to stop the participation in the intervention at any moment without
consequences of any kind.
The consent forms were all signed and returned to the researcher before the intervention started. The
information sheet was separate so the parents could keep the information about the research as well as
contact details of the researcher at hand in case questions would arise. Only two children were not
allowed to be filmed. These children still participated in the intervention, however received a clearly
visible red bandage for the camera team to know not to film them. The teachers helped to position these
children in certain spots so the cameras did not capture them without making them feel excluded from
the group.
The children were informed about the study by their class teacher before the garden visit and by the
researcher on the day of the first storytelling experience day. The researcher framed the research goal to
the children as an investigation in “what the best stories are to tell in a garden like this (the garden of the
garden school)”. This served to make it easily understandable for the children while preventing
desirability bias. The intervention was designed to fit into the formal schooling system of the class but
still leave as much freedom in choice and participation as possible (see also Appendix C).

Data and privacy

The data provided by the children was stored on a hard-drive by the researcher which nobody else but
the researcher had access to. After the research is done, the data will be stored for another six months
and then deleted. The data was analysed by the researcher and interpreted to
address the research questions of presented master thesis. Analysed data is displayed anonymously in
the master thesis. There would be official consent obtained before any pictures or names would be
displayed anywhere publicly in connection to the thesis.

5 Findings
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5.1 Outline and organization of the findings

This section explains and presents essential information that is needed to understand the main findings
that answer the research questions. This includes an explanation of the outline of the findings section
(5.1) as well as some foundational information of the intervention, such as the programme, the
children’s emotional literacy and their general emotional state and attention (5.2).
5.1.1 Outline of the findings
Chapter 5 presents the findings of this research. The selection of the presented data and their
description and analysis follow a sensible flow towards answering the research questions of this case
study. Thereby, the context of this research is taken into account including the research problem.

Repetition of context and research problem

This research follows the principles of the biophilia hypothesis (see section 2.1). However, it is
understood from existing research that exposure to nature alone is not enough but guidance to a
meaningful nature experience is needed to foster emotional nature connectedness in children (Zylstra,
2018; Swan 2010). Research on narrative journeys has explored the potential of creating meaningful
nature experiences for children by offering them narrative cues to induce free-play in nature. This
method has been proven to have deep reaching effects on children’s emotional nature connectedness,
however, in a conventional Western educational setting like the garden school in Berlin, it is difficult, if
not impossible to grant children that much agency and control over their nature experience (Waters,
2017; Taylor et al., 2006; Zylstra, 2018). The school hosts up to eight classes a day and the resources in
terms of time, capacity and nature are limited. Therefore, this research looked at how emotional nature
connectedness can be created in an environment that is more controlled with a storytelling experience as
an intervention for this case-study.

The main research question worked towards

How does the storytelling experience of the case-study project “Garten-Geschichten” in the garden
school (GAS) in Berlin foster emotional nature connectedness among the participating children?

Sub-questions addressed

As mapped in the theoretical framework, in order to answer the research question two concepts are of
main interest; the emotional nature connectedness and the meaningful nature experience. Emotional
nature connectedness constitutes the emotions, feelings, values and attachments connected to nature.
The meaningful nature experience is characterized by being profound, significant (unique), affective and
difficult to wholly describe. The question can thereby be organized in the following sub-questions:
1. How does the storytelling experience affect the children’s emotions?
2. How could the storytelling experience be a profound nature experience for the children?
3. How does the storytelling experience affect the children’s values and attachments connected to nature?
5.1.2 Organization of the findings
The findings sections generally follow the conceptual hands, heart, head model to organize and analyse
the findings. This makes sense as the thematic coding of the data was based on this model as well. The
findings are organized in six sections (5.2- 5.7). Section 5.2 gives important background information of
the storytelling experience that serve the reader to understand the intervention and how it had potential
to foster emotional nature connectedness among the participating children. Section 5.3 presents the
findings from the assessment of the children’s emotional nature connectedness prior to the intervention,
while section 5.7 looks at the emotional nature connectedness after the intervention and after the
intervention. This was assessed by a survey and drawings that framed the intervention and indicate the
success of the intervention to foster emotional nature connectedness. Section 5.4 is about the interactive
activities of the intervention. Section 5.5 describes and analyses the children’s passive listening to the
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storytelling. These sections (5.4, 5.5) look at the data from the parts of the intervention that were
identified most immersive and emotionally engaging parts. Section 5.6 describes and analyses the role of
the place in the storytelling experience by analysing data of the children’s free time in the garden.
Next to this organization, the chapter includes in total seven boxes with short summaries of what
happened during the presented part of the storytelling. These summaries do not include any research
findings or judgements in any way and solely serve to give the reader an insight on what happened in the
intervention.
Each section starts with the description of the findings, then analyses these, incorporating existing
literature and other findings from this thesis, including focus group interviews and expert interviews. At
the end of each section there is a short conclusion with the most important points of the section with
regards to the research question.

5.2 Foundational information about the intervention

This section gives important background information of the storytelling experience in order to
understand how the intervention fostered emotional nature connectedness among the participating
children.
5.2.1 Overview of the storytelling experience
In order to follow the description and analysis of presented data excerpts from this case-study, in the
following there is a short overview of the storytelling experience programme. The storytelling experience
officially called project “Garten-Geschichten” was initiated and developed by the researcher with the
help of two storytellers, in order to serve as an intervention to foster emotional nature connectedness.
The event took place on two occasions in the garden school (GAS) in Berlin. The storytelling
experience took place in the garden of the school (GAS) and in one of their classrooms. Thereby, the
garden was the focus, as the whole experience as the story was about this specific garden and activities
and questions often included the garden. At that time (late summer), the garden still bore some fruits
and vegetables including pumpkins, potatoes, some zucchinis, tomatoes and lots of apples that were
hanging plentiful on the trees.
The storytelling experience started on the 29th of September 2020, also referred to as the “first day of the
storytelling experience”. This day was sunny with few clouds in the sky and temperatures up to 17 °C.
The case-study started once the children walked into the garden school. Due to the good weather the
first day took place almost entirely outside (except for the survey and the drawing activity).
The first day schedule of the intervention programme:
time
10:00 – 10:15
10:15 – 10:30
10:30 – 11:05
11:20 – 11:55
12:05 – 12:30
12:30 – 12:50
12:50 – 13:10

activity
Welcome and introduction
Emotional Literacy Workshop
Assessment of emotional nature connectedness:
Fill in surveys, Draw yourself in nature (inside)
Lunchbreak
Storytelling with Naemi the storyteller in the
garden including interactive activities
Eating apples
Free time in the garden
Reflection round
Free time in the garden
End of first day

The second day of the storytelling experience was exactly a week later on the 7th of October 2020. The
weather was approximately 14 °C and later went up to 16 °C, however this time there was chance of rain.
It was more windy and not as sunny as the first storytelling day. Due to the weather forecast and also in
order to compare the different settings, the story was told inside a classroom of the GAS. Nonetheless,
the start of the program, the activities after the storytelling as well as the reflection round were all outside.
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The second day schedule of the intervention programme:
time
10:00 – 10:15
10:15 – 10:30
10:40 – 11:20

11:40 – 12:00
12:00 – 12:20
12:20 – 12:45

activity
Welcome and talking circle (outside)
Learn the song of the story (outside)
Eating apples
Storytelling with Naemi the storyteller in the
classroom with interactive activities and short
break in between (inside)
Lunchbreak outside and free time in the garden
Interactive activities and learning the second
verse of the song from the story (outside)
Reflection round (outside)
Free time in the garden
End of second day

The storytelling experience was designed to foster emotional nature connectedness based on the hands,
heart and head model which is based on a model by Singleton (2015) (see 2.5 for the model and 4.3 and
Appendix C for the design of the storytelling experience).
5.2.2 Initial emotional states on both days
The storytelling experience aimed at the children’s emotional nature connectedness and thereby
triggered emotions in the children. In order to later understand better how the intervention affected the
children’s emotions, in the following there is a short overview of the children’s emotional states right
when they arrived in the garden on both days of the storytelling experience.

Day 1

In general, the children’s emotions on the first day had been stirred up that very morning before coming
to the garden. The teacher put it in the following words.

Teacher Nikole on first day: “ […] the children already went through quite some emotional distress”.
She explained further that two boys of the class got into a fight in the morning, that ended so badly that
they both had to be picked up by the parents and brought to a hospital.
The distress was noticeable (e.g. children looked hectically around, pushed their neighbours when
forming a circle). The emotional distress was noticeable and came to surface especially when an
instruction got looser (e.g. changing formations from arriving in a row to forming a circle). This was a
sign that the children were not used to moments without clear instructions and more freedom.

Day 2

When the group gathered in a circle at the same spot next to the herb spiral as last time the children
seemed in a more positive emotional state, less distressed and more confident. This could have several
reasons, one surely being that they already knew the place and the people. In addition, this time there
had not been a fight at school prior to their departure to the GAS. Teacher Nikole did, however, explain
that the children’s morning had been demanding because they had a big math test. It was noticeable that
also the second day, the children were easily distracted and slightly chaotic.
It can be concluded that the children were slightly distressed and chaotic on both storytelling days to
start with. In section 5.7.3, there is a short elaboration how this emotional distress resolved over the
course of each storytelling day.
5.2.3 Children’s emotional literacy
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Box 1.
Description of emotional literacy workshop
On the first day, right after the children’s arrival yet before the storytelling started and also
before the emotional nature connectedness was assessed (with surveys and drawings) the
children did 10 minutes of exercises on the subject of feelings and emotions. This served to
introduce the topic of emotions to the children in a fun and informal way. The data of this
workshop could give insights in the children’s emotional literacy.

In order to get an insight on the children’s emotional literacy, some conclusions from the emotional
literacy workshop are shortly presented in the following. This serves to understand how the children
were rather unaware and illiterate about emotions in general which needs to be taken into account when
looking at the data.
When the children participated in the activities of the emotional literacy workshop, they showed no
signs of high emotional literacy. The vocabulary the children used to describe emotions encompassed
only in total six words for a whole range of emotions (namely: “angry”, “good”, “not good”, “excited”,
“jumpy” and “hurt”). Furthermore, many children were too impatient to imagine themselves in situation
that were posed by the researcher to feel emotions that they thought they would feel then (Appendix C).
The situations the children were instructed to imagine and feel were unrelated to the garden or a story.
One example was: “Imagine jumping off the high tower in the swimming pools. […] How do you feel
then?”. Many children told rather factual things (e.g. “I was at the swimming pool a week ago!”)
unrelated to emotions and often shouted them interrupting others and leaving little to no time to follow
the instructions to “imagine and feel”.
It could be concluded that the children did not show signs of high emotional literacy and therefore, it
was even more important to pay attention to the children’s non-verbal emotional expressions (see also
section 4.2.2). However, it could have also been that the exercise was too short and the children needed
more time to settle and engage with the activities. Moreover, this first activity demonstrated how the
children did not connect with their imagination and their emotions a lot when the activity was unrelated
to a story and unrelated to the nature place. This was different later with the storytelling in the garden,
where the children expressed a lot of felt emotions and demonstrated a vivid imagination (see next
parts).
5.2.4 Children’s general attentiveness during the storytelling
Generally, the children had trouble being attentive and still, however during the telling of the story itself
they were very attentive and not at all easy to distract anymore.

Box 2.
Description of attention during storytelling
1st and 2nd day: The children stayed quiet and attentive during the 30 minutes storytelling on
both days. The storytelling included the telling of a story and interactive activities. While
the children were listening they moved around on their spot and let their gazes wander
around.
The attention paid to the story was also confirmed by how the children afterwards remembered the
whole story with great detail even three weeks after the storytelling experience. The fact that the
children remembered so much impressed Naemi, the storyteller, as normally children in her classes did
not remember so many details. Further, she said that the story was quite long and based on her previous
experience she expected the children to stay attentive for no more than 20-25 minutes.
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According to the class teacher, the children were used that they had to stay seated in class for 45 minutes
straight (one class hour), however often had trouble with that. In the literature it is suggested that
generally 8- 11-year-old children, in the Western world, can on average focus 16- 24 minutes without a
pause (Batejat et al., 1999; Brain Balance Achievement Centre, 2020). As the attention span of the
children during the storytelling exceeded 30 minutes this is a relevant difference to the average attention
span according to the literature. The fact that the children stayed attentive for such a long time despite
normally struggling with that, can be explained in several ways. Naemi noted in an interview that listening
to a story is a different type of concentration “[…] because an inner film is running and the imagination is
stimulated.”. Also, literature suggests that children’s attention span when listening to oral storytelling is
higher than during, for example, writing exercises (Blizard et al., 2007; Hutton et al., 2019). Blizard et al.
(2007) further explained that listening to a story is much more engaging and participatory compared to
passively absorbing digital content. Another explanation could be that the story triggered emotions
(5.5.4) which “function importantly to help guide attention (Taylor & Fragopanagos, 2004, p.505). In
short, one could argue that emotions direct where the child’s attention goes (Pêcher et al., 2009;
Singleton, 2015).
Also, physical activity can help children to stay attentive which was the case before the first storytelling as
they had run two rounds in the garden before they settled to listen to the story (Mireku et al., 2013;
Janssen et al, 2014). Furthermore, as discussed in the following, the intro as well as the interactive
activities focused the children by engaging them on the hands, heart, head levels.
All in all, it can be concluded that it was for several reasons that the children stayed well attentive during
the storytelling and listened well to the story until the end.
5.2.5 Conclusion
The foundational information help to understand the research. First, the activities for each day of the
intervention serve to get an overview of what happened in the intervention. Then the children’s general
emotional state when they arrived to the garden on each day are presented. The children experienced
slight emotional distress before the intervention days started. Further, the children’s emotional literacy is
shortly described as captured in the emotional literacy workshop. The findings suggest that the children
had a low emotional literacy which was why the research focused rather on non-verbal emotional
expressions. Furthermore, the activity showed the children’s limited interest in being immersed in
feeling emotions and being imaginative, a fact that is interesting with regards to the children’s high
immersion and imagination during the storytelling. Lastly, the children’s attentiveness during the
intervention and during the storytelling is discussed. The storytelling was the activity where the children
were most attentive, which is why the findings section focuses on the storytelling as playing an important
role in the intervention to foster emotional nature connectedness.

5.3 Emotional nature connectedness prior the intervention

In this section the emotional nature connectedness of the children prior the intervention is shortly
described and analysed. This was assessed by a survey and drawings that framed the intervention and
assessed the children’s emotional nature connectedness prior and also after the intervention.
Furthermore, also the first reactions of the children when walking into the garden can give insights in the
children’s emotional connectedness to nature before the storytelling experience.
The results of the surveys and drawings prior the intervention suggest that the children already had a
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high emotional nature connectedness prior the intervention. However, there were some constraints for
these methods which can be found in the end of this thesis in section 6.2.2 and 6.2.3. The main
constraints of the surveys were that the children did not understand some questions and the
explanations by the teachers could bias the children’s answers. The main constraint of the first round of
the drawings was that the teachers made quite some examples on what the children could draw which
biased them. Both constraints could have influenced the results of the emotional nature connectedness
assessment in a way that increased the emotional nature connectedness scores of the children prior the
intervention. Conclusively the findings suggest that the children already had a high emotional nature
connectedness, however the assessment methods were constrained which confines the importance of
these results.
In the following, the main results of the surveys and the drawings before the intervention are shortly
presented and analysed.
5.3.1 Main findings of the surveys prior
Right before the storytelling experience started, the children filled in a short survey with questions that
aimed to assess their emotional nature connectedness. The survey and the children’s responses can be
found in Appendix G.
The children’s answers of the surveys suggest that almost all children had high emotional nature
connectedness already prior the intervention. Nine children scored the highest possible nature
connectedness scores in the first survey. Especially questions 4, 5 and 7 (see below) scored high (see
Appendix G).
Table 3 Survey questions that scored highest in the first survey.

Survey Question 4.

I think nature is beautiful.

Survey Question 5.

I treat nature with respect.

Survey Question 7.

It is really important for me to spend time in
nature.

Nevertheless, also all other questions generally scored high which covered further empathy with nature,
sense of responsibility and sense of oneness with nature. Least scored a question that concerned the
sense of oneness with nature. A perceived disconnect between humans and the natural world has been
documented already in previous studies on children’s nature connectedness (Flowers et al., 2015).
These findings suggest that the children already prior the intervention enjoyed spending time in nature
and generally felt emotionally connected to nature despite a bit lower scores on one question concerning
the sense of oneness with nature.
5.3.2 Main findings of the drawings prior
The drawings were coded with place, hands, heart and head along the conceptual model of this thesis
(2.5) in order to assess the children’s engagement with nature on these levels to assess their emotional
nature connectedness. In the following the main findings from this analysis regarding the drawings prior
the intervention are presented along these codes.

Place

The drawings give clues to how the children generally see “nature” already prior the storytelling
experience. Generally the first drawings were colourful with cheerful and bright nature sceneries. All
children drew almost exceptionally biotic factors, that is items that are commonly defined as nature
elements (trees, grass, flowers, etc.). This shows how the children are already educated on what is
defined as nature in the Western society. Furthermore, this can be seen as an indicator for an already
existing nature connectedness (Flowers et al., 2015; Kalvaitis & Monhardt, 2012). Trees, mountains/hills
and grass were most commonly drawn. Nevertheless, this could also have been biased because the
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teachers mentioned made some examples like “tree” when explaining the children how to label what
they draw (6.2.3). All in all, the findings suggest that the children already see nature as a place with biotic
factors and colourful sceneries which can be an indicator for emotional nature connectedness already
prior the intervention (Flowers et al., 2015; Kalvaitis & Monhardt, 2012).

Hands

Next to the fact that the drawing itself involved the hands level, the analysis of the drawings did not give
much insights in the children being physically engaged in nature.
Despite the fact that the children were instructed to draw themselves in nature including the question in
the instruction whether they were doing something there, only one child drew something that could
point towards an action (actively doing something in nature). Only four children drew themselves in
nature which again could represent a perceived disconnect between humans and nature (Flowers et al.,
2015). This could support the findings of the survey question that scored lower on the sense of oneness
between nature and humans. Furthermore, these findings could indicate that the children do not spend
much time actively doing things in nature. All in all the findings suggest that the drawings do not
represent very well the physical (hands) level.

Heart

The analysis of the children’s drawings suggests that the children had pleasant emotions regarding nature
already prior the intervention. Based on literature and the fact that the task gave some freedom in what
the children could draw within the topic of nature, it is likely that the children drew things that represent
their “interests and needs in the depths of (the child's) their heart regarding nature” (Farokhi &
Hashemi, 2011, p.5; Thomas & Silk, 1990). The items the children drew were all bright and sunny
nature sceneries. Also, it is important to mention that the children were all enthusiastic and excited to
draw a nature drawing. These two observations suggest that the children have rather positive emotions
towards nature (Flowers et al., 2015).
Also, creativity and imagination can be an indicator for emotional engagement with the topic of the
drawing exercise (McConnon, 2013). Many children were quite invested and creative with their drawings
and the planned 30 minutes of time resulted not to be enough for the children to finish drawing their
ideas. After the drawing time was over, many children were sad that they had to stop which indicates that
the children had been in a creative flow and somewhat emotionally engaged (McConnon, 2013). All in
all, the findings suggest that the children connected pleasant emotions to nature already prior the
intervention.

Head

Generally, the analysis of the drawings suggests some mental engagement while drawing. In the drawing
process the children chatted about what they were drawing and some of them talked about their
experiences in nature. Furthermore, some children talked about what animals they know, which was also
visible in the partly detailed labelling of their drawings. This suggests that the children drew involving
their memories, knowledge and experiences while drawing.
Many children made use of pencils to pre-draw and label some nature elements in their drawing which
can also be seen as an indicator for mental engagement. All in all, the analysis shows that the children
were mentally engaged while drawing nature which suggests that they were generally mentally engaged
with nature (such as broadening their factual knowledge on nature) already prior the intervention.
Conclusively the findings of the analysis of the drawings suggest that the children already had a high
emotional nature connectedness, however the assessment methods were constrained which confines the
importance of these results (see 6.2.2, 6.2.3).
5.3.3 Emotions and reactions when arriving to the garden
Next to the findings of the surveys and drawings, also the reactions and emotions when the children
entered the garden for the first time can give insights in their emotional nature connectedness prior the
intervention. In the following, the first reactions to the nature place are described and analysed.

Box 3.
Description of children entering
39 the garden for the first time

1st day: When the children entered the garden of the GAS for the first time, they were immediately
pleasantly excited about it. Their eyes roamed around and explored the place. They were shouting
out their thoughts and pointing at nature elements they saw. This happened slightly chaotically as
the children were shouting all simultaneously and seemingly more to themselves than to each other

Conclusively, it can be said that the majority of the children showed immediate pleasant emotional
reactions and interest or even fascination towards the garden and its nature. This was also confirmed by
the outcomes of the survey, the drawings (5.3, 5.7) as well as what the class teacher Nikole said in an
interview after the storytelling experience.

Claudia: “What can you say about the children's connectedness to nature?”
Nikole: “They are. So, a large part of the children are very interested in nature and actually also in the
environment. They generally have a big heart. And you always get them (their attention) with nature and
plants.”
Regarding where this fascination for nature comes from, the teacher says the following.

Researcher: “And do you think it stems from how they were raised or is it just a characteristic of the
children themselves?”
Nikole: “Partly partly. Well, I have parents (of children) who are scientists and do research themselves
and sometimes it just seems to come out of them.”
Nevertheless, it could also be that the children are so positively excited about the garden for the simple
fact that they are on an excursion outside of the classroom and it is sunny weather. Also, it is probable
that the teacher, who has been going to the GAS for years already with classes, had introduced the
excursion with a certain enthusiasm and had influenced the children’s view on the garden. All in all, it
can be said that the children have an interest and a generally rather positive view on nature before the
storytelling experience started. The results of the nature connectedness assessment via drawings and
surveys prior to the experience supports this analysis (5.3).
Despite the visible fascination and interest, there were also some emotions of disgust visible in some
children shortly after arrival when one child spotted an earthworm:

Child 1 screamed: “That’s an earthworm!”
Child 18: “Ih!”
Child 21: “Ihh.”
Children look curious and some make a face of disgust.
The whole class now gathered around the spot on the grass and looked at the worm from approximately
one meter distance (only child 1 and child 7 kneeled down to look closer at it). Many children expressed
their surprise and disgust (facially and verbally).
All in all, it can be said that the children felt immediately fascinated and comfortable in the garden on
both days. At the start of both days of the storytelling experience when arriving in the garden, the
children’s emotional state was overall pleasant and high energy (see figure 3 in 2.1.4). There were also
unpleasant emotions noted in the children, which showed more in moments in which the children were
unsure what exactly they should do. However, this emotional distress was mainly connected to things
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that were unrelated to the garden except for the disgust towards the worm on the first day, which was not
there anymore the second day.
Regarding the interest, curiosity, fascination and affection the children immediately showed towards the
nature elements of the garden, it can be suggested that this demonstrates the biophilia hypothesis that
this research is based on. The biophilia hypothesis states that humans have an innate desire to connect
with nature which was visible in the children’s first reactions to the garden. However, this has most
probably also to do with the children’s upbringing as the class teacher also suggested. The unpleasant
emotions towards the earthworm in the grass do not necessarily have to counterargue this innate desire
to connect to nature, as Olivos-Jara et al. (2020) in their research found that also unpleasant emotions
(biophobia) are important in children’s process to connect to nature. Seeing the worm apparently
weakened initial purely pleasant fascination for the garden’s nature elements. According to Buss (1995),
this can be explained with evolutionary psychology which argues that innately humans feel disgust
towards certain nature elements including many insects and worms. The disgust or other unpleasant
emotions work then as a mechanism that induces bodily fight or flight responses for survival reasons that
are not necessarily relevant in today’s urban environment anymore (Buss, 1995; Nesse, 1994; Marks,
1987). Olivos-Jara et al. (2020) found that the emotion most commonly experienced by 5 year old
children is happiness and the second one is fear. Further, the research found that biophilia as well as
biophobia are essential in nature connectedness (Olivos-Jara et al., 2020).
Conclusively, it can be said that the children’s first reactions and emotions towards the garden
demonstrate interest and openness to connect with nature. The children’s pleasant emotions like
fascination towards the garden and its nature elements suggest the children’s already existing emotional
connectedness to nature.
5.3.4 Conclusion
The surveys and drawings prior the intervention as assessment methods suggest an already high
emotional nature connectedness in the children. The importance of these findings is confined by some
constraints that biased the children. Nevertheless, also the observations and analysis of the children’s
first reactions and emotions when they just arrived to the garden for the first time, demonstrated interest
and emotional connectedness towards nature. All in all, the findings suggest that the children already had
a high emotional nature connectedness before the intervention.

5.4 Interactive activities

In this section, the interactive activities of the storytelling experience are described and analysed along
their immersion and emotional engagement of the children. This concerns the first two sub-questions of
this research:
1. How does the storytelling experience affect the children’s emotions?
2. How could the storytelling experience be a profound nature experience for the children?
These sub-questions refer to what constitutes for a meaningful nature experience (defined as a
“profound experience in or with nature that triggers strong emotions”, see section 2.2; Marthers, 2020;
Zylstra et al., 2014), as such an experience can foster emotional nature connectedness.
The first research sub-question concerns how the emotions were triggered during the storytelling
experience. The second research sub-question concerns how the storytelling experience was a profound
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experience for the children, which is covered by looking at the children’s immersion in the storytelling
experience. Immersion is “full involvement in something” (Dictionary, 2020) and Marthers (2020)
research on meaningful nature experiences that foster nature connectedness, suggests that immersion
can be an indicator for a profound nature experience (see also section 2.2).
The interactive activities that were most immersive and emotionally engaging were the activities led by
the storyteller Naemi as part of the storytelling.

Emotional engagement

Emotional engagement that was focused on was parts that triggering strongest emotions visible by the
children’s verbal and non-verbal expressions on the video recordings (see section 4.4.2).

Recognizing moments of immersion

A moment of immersion could be recognized by two main aspects. First, the children’s attention was
completely focused on what they were immersed in and they were hardly distracted by outside stimuli.
Second, they were fully engaged in the activity including the three levels of the hands, heart and head.
5.4.1 Activities within the story for engagement and fun
The most emotionally engaging and immersive activities were the interactive activities within the
storytelling.

Box 4.
Description of the intro of the storytelling on both days
1st and 2nd day: Before the story started, the storyteller started off with an intro. The intro
was a rhythmic chanting accompanied by all together clapping. The theme was to open the
fairy tale gate and Naemi led this is in a very animated way. All the children were
immediately captured and joined in from the first moment.

Naemi leading the intro and children going along with her: “1 and 2 and 3 and 4 in the
fairy tale land we walk.” *clapping to every number*
This was now followed by standing up and acting out climbing over mountains, swimming
through a lake and crossing a magical bridge. All children actively imitated Naemi’s
movements and many got excited, started to laugh and scream and jump. Afterwards the
children gave applause.

The storytelling intro was especially important to make the children focused for the storytelling that
followed afterwards. In Appendix E this intro and its effects on the children is analysed and discussed in
more detail.
During the storytelling there were some more interactive activities that were designed to engage the
children on all three levels (hands, heart, head- see also Appendix C).

Box 5.
Description of interactive activities during the storytelling
1st and 2nd day: On both days during the storytelling Naemi did some interactive activities
with the children during the storytelling. On the first day, the children imagined to be a
tree, listed what you can eat from a garden and what animals can live in the garden. On the
second day, the children imagined to have a big spider on the face, brainstormed what you
can feel standing in a garden with the eyes closed and after the story was finished the
children “painted a picture of the garden” by 42
taking choosing a garden element and acting it
out in the class room.

Similar to the intro, the activities during the storytelling engaged and immersed the children in the
experience. The activities were always a few minutes long. They did not involve any items but addressed
children’s imagination which was important not to distract the children from the story according to
Naemi. Furthermore, they were thematic to what happened in the story. Generally, the activities
interrupted the flow of the story, but the children never seemed to have problems to get back in the
narrative again. The activities immersed the children and further they seemed to increase the children’s
attention and immersion during the storytelling overall. This is elaborated on in the following section.
All children participated very enthusiastically in the activities during the storytelling and let themselves
get immersed. This was mainly achieved by involving the hands, heart and head levels. Another
indicator for how the children enjoyed the activities was that later in the garden, the children came back
to certain activities by themselves.

Hands, heart, head levels

Generally, all activities engaged the children on all the three levels. Some activities addressed one level
more and other activities engaged all three levels more equally.
The activity of standing up and imagining to be a tree addressed both the physical (hands) and the
emotional level (heart). The children stood up and stretched their arms as branches in the air and
moved them around in the wind. The activity seemed to bring most children a lot of excitement and joy
as they were smiling and laughing. Furthermore, from what the children said and how many very vividly
acted out to be a tree it seemed like the activity inspired the children’s imagination to go farther than the
instructions of the storyteller which could address any of the three levels. For example, some children
shouted out what type of tree they were (head) and some stood still and had their eyes closed and
seemed to feel more (heart or hands). Also, there were many different styles of how the children moved
their branches (arms) (hands).
Some of the activities very obviously addressed the heart level and triggered strong emotions. For
example, on the second storytelling day, within the story, there was a moment when the storyteller
instructed the children to imagine to have a big spider on the face by putting the hand on the own or the
neighbour’s face. The children reacted to this part of the story with strong emotions of surprise, disgust
and excitement, screaming and clenching their arms around themselves or neighbours as well as moving
their body further away from the storyteller. Most children were reluctant to really act the spider out with
their hand as it seemed that the sheer imagination of it was already enough. Many started to interact with
other children and 6 children ended up tickling each other while screaming joyously. When the story
continued, the children were calm again, also because it was visible how the children were excited and
curious on what would happen next. Therefore, it can be said that the activity in this suspenseful
moment of the story did not distract them too much and it increased the experience of the story,
emotionally (heart), physically (hands) as well as socially.
There were two activities that addressed mainly the mental level (head), however these were least
immersive. They were about listing things to eat from a garden and animals that live there. However,
also that triggered some emotions as the children connected different food stuffs and animals from the
garden via their memories and perceptions to emotions. Nevertheless, these mental activities did not
address the heart and the hands level much as the children were mainly cognitively thinking.
Furthermore, of all activities during these two there was least immersion to be observed in the children.

The role of imagination

Another activity within the story was when the group imagined together what Solana (the protagonist of
the story) could feel when she was reconnected in the garden. This activity addressed the head in the
first place as the children again were thinking about what can be felt when standing in the garden with
the eyes closed. However, the way Naemi was guiding the activity it included sensual details and
addressed the imagination a lot. Through that also the hands level was addressed. Furthermore, because
the part of the story was an emotional one, the activity also addressed the heart level of the children.
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Naemi: *speaking softly* "And the hare, how it hopped past, creating a little wind. All that she felt....
Anything else?"
Child: "Owl."
Naemi: "Okay, the owl. Right, what does the owl do? What of the owl does Solana sense?"
*Children make soft owl sounds*
The role of freedom in the activities

The instructions of the activities left some freedom for the children’s own interpretations, some more
and others less, and it was visible how this freedom could enhance the children’s immersion in the
activity. For example, in the last activity right after the story was over and the fairy tale gate was closed,
the children were told to imagine to be a plant or an animal and all together build a picture of the
garden. There was a big variety of garden elements that the children chose to embody. There were a lot
of trees, some mice, some squirrels and surprisingly to the researcher, there were also quite some
animals that were not mentioned or talked about in the storytelling like seals and wolves. Later in focus
group interviews the children explained that these are their favourite animals. This showed how the
children chose their animal based on higher emotional value and thereby also engaged more
emotionally in the activity although the activity addressed mainly the hands level.
All children were immersed in the activity and most children were running around in the room acting
out how their animal or plant would do. However, some children also stayed in the spot barely moving
explaining that they are a tree. Some were interacting with others and other children stayed more by
themselves. This activity showed how there can be immersion on different levels (hands, heart, head)
and in different energy intensity. When left the freedom to choose, children’s diverse preferences can
come out. The researcher asked the children later which activity the children liked most and many
children said that they liked all of them and four children specifically mentioned this one. It was the
activity that by far left most freedom to the children in terms of choosing what to imagine and act and
how to do so. Conclusively, the findings suggest that when the children are left some freedom to choose
there are different preferences in hands, heart and head and energy levels which can all lead to
immersion.
Despite specific instructions, a rather controlled setting and static sitting (or at times standing), the
children experienced some freedom within all the activities. First of all, the children experienced
freedom of saying what was on their mind. No answer was judged as false nor better. The storyteller
reacted to almost all answers with an open mind and positive interest. Furthermore, the instructions
were formulated as invitations and if a child would not want to participate it would have been okay. This
left room for the children’s own choice to participate. Additionally, many activities left a lot of room for
the children’s own interpretation as Naemi was asking more or less open questions rather than planting
own examples or images in the children’s minds.
The fact that the children were not judged by what they said helped the children to feel more calm and
daring to express themselves verbally (Barker, 2003; Misoska, 2014). Furthermore, leaving space for the
children’s own decision to participate could activate their intrinsic motivation to participate out of own
interest and joy (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Additionally, this increases their self-determination over their
actions and can help them to get into an immersive flow (McConnon, 2013; Waters, 2017; Ryan & Deci,
2000). Also the fact that there was room for the children’s own imagination increased the immersive
experience for them as they chose for the images that were perhaps connected with good memories,
their favourite animal or in other ways meaningful, or emotionally engaging for them (McConnon, 2013;
Waters, 2017). Conclusively, this suggests that leaving freedom for children’s own interpretation and
approaching the activity in their own way, increases the immersion in the activity which can increase the
emotional nature connectedness more.
5.4.2 No immersion in interactive activities after the storytelling- A short comparison

Box 6.
Description of activities during storytelling experience outside of the story
2nd day: After the storytelling and some free-play and free-exploration of the garden, the
children were instructed to follow a session of 20 minutes with interactive activities in the
garden.
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Although or maybe because, the activities were similar to the activities done during the storytelling, the
activities outside of the storytelling were not followed as enthusiastically by the children as the ones led
by Naemi within the story. These activities were guided by the researcher and or another helper called
Max who was experienced with working with children in outdoor settings. The different activities can be
found in Appendix C. The only activity that led to some immersion and emotional engagement was the
singing of the song from the story (Appendix A). However, the other activities including smelling roten
wood and touching earth were followed but the children were less engaged, enthusiastic and easily
distracted. This could have been because the style of guidance was less animated and or clear compared
to the one of Naemi who has a background in theatre and an exceptional talent to engage the children.
Nevertheless, it also seemed that the children were a lot more distracted by the place and their peers
when the activities were done without the story as the context. Generally, the class was difficult to
manage, also according to the class teacher, because the children had a hard time to stay quiet and focus.
Within the story context however, the children could stay attentive and focused. This is unsurprising to
fairy tale researcher Kristin Wardetzky who stated in an expert interview for this research that children
enter a different state of mind when a narrative is involved which enables them to stay focused.
Additionally, Waters (2017) found that children are much more immersed and can better connect with
a nature place when there is a story context around, especially if that story stimulates their imagination.
This imagination can be stimulated by pointing out magical or supernatural things connected to the
place (Waters, 2017, see also Appendix F).
It can be concluded that the activities out of the storytelling, despite also engaging the three levels of the
hands, heart, head model, were not as effective as the activities during the storytelling in immersing and
or emotionally engaging the children. This finding is in line with the research on narrative journeys by
Waters (2017) which finds that children are much more intrinsically motivated to get immersed in
nature activities when combined with a narrative to fuel the children’s imagination.
5.4.3 Summary
The interactive activities included in the storytelling were immersive specifically because they engaged
the children on all three levels (hands, heart, head) and because there was a narrative accompanying the
activities. The activities of the storytelling therefore contributed significantly to making the storytelling
experience a profound experience.
The interactive intro of the storytelling was especially important to focus the children and prepare them
to listen to the story (see Appendix E). Especially the physicality (hands level) and the high energy of the
activities enabled the children to get rid of some energy and heightened their attention for the story to
follow. Furthermore, addressing the hands, heart and head levels created an immersion in the intro
which made the children all actively participate and thus increased the sensation of the whole group
proactively working together and arriving to the fairy tale land.
The interactive activities within the storytelling were important to engage the children and have fun. All
three levels (hands, heart, head) were engaged by the activities, however it was especially the hands level
that made them immersive, as the children were most enthusiastic about the physically engaging
activities. Activities that addressed mainly the mental level (head) showed least emotional engagement
and least immersion. The interactive activities also supported the overall immersion in the story as the
children followed the story after an activity again very attentively. This could have different reasons,
including the proactive elements and increasing general perceived diversity and the physical engagement.
Generally, there was a different degree and type of engagement among the children in the activities,
which was possible because the instructions left some freedom to the children as well as addressed their
imagination. All in all, the findings suggest that the interactive activities within the storytelling immersed
the children mainly when the hands levels were engaged.
The activities during the storytelling also triggered many emotions, most of them pleasant and
sometimes strong emotions, namely disgust, surprise and excitement. Generally, the children were
focused and content during the activities. Especially when both the hands and the heart levels were
addressed, the children got into more higher energy emotions which made the children enthusiastically
participate, immersed and, even if there were unpleasant emotions like disgust they had fun. This
suggests that immersion in the activities increased when the emotional engagement increased as well.
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5.5 Listening to the story

In the next section the story and the storytelling itself is more in the focus. It is analysed and described
how the children immersed and emotionally engaged while they were listening to the story. Like the
previous section on interactive activities, this concerns the first two sub-questions of this research:
1. How does the storytelling experience affect the children’s emotions?
2. How could the storytelling experience be a profound nature experience for the children?
In the beginning of section 5.4 there is a more elaborate explanation on how the sub-questions were
approached and how immersion and emotional engagement could be recognized.
The immersion in the story differed to the immersion during the interactive activities as the children
were more passive while listening and seemed less active to the outside. Nevertheless, during the
listening of the story, the children were still immersed through the hands, heart and head levels that were
now involved mainly by their imagination. Furthermore, the children’s immersion and emotional
engagement can be accounted to two sources. The first source of emotional engagement is the storyline
and second the strong and vivid images the storyteller was describing. The findings suggest that the
children’s emotional engagement is essential for the children’s immersion in the story and vice versa.
This is why the description and analysis of general immersion and emotions sometimes overlaps in this
part. The children’s emotional engagement and immersion was connected to key emotions that were
key to make the storytelling a meaningful experience for them.
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In the following it is described and analysed how the children got immersed and emotionally engaged
while listening to the story. First, the favourite parts and the moments of strongest immersion and
emotions are described (see 5.5.1), then the immersion during the whole story is described and analysed
with the hands, heart and head levels (see 5.5.2) and lastly, the key emotions responsible for strongest
emotional engagement and immersion are identified and analysed (see 5.5.3).
5.5.1 Favourite parts of the story- moments of intense immersion and emotions

Box 7.
Description of intense immersion during storytelling
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told there
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had stronger signs of emotions than others. Some of the children froze with their body while others then
moved more or even jumped up. This behaviour is congruent with what other researchers described
when children were immersed in an activity (McConnon, 2013; Waters, 2017). Closely looking at the
video recordings, a moment of intense immersion generally lasted on average five seconds, taken both
days into account.
Many children showed strongest signs of immersion in the same parts of the story, however also in these
regards there were some differences. Later, when the researcher asked the children what their favourite
parts of the story were, many of the moments of complete immersion were the same moments
described by the children. The parts that were identified to be immersive moments and all also
mentioned as favourite parts of the story (in focus group interviews as well as reflection rounds) were:
When the tree transforms into a girl called Solana
When Paul is suddenly lost
When Solana suddenly has the big spider on her face
When Solana dreams she lies with other plant and animal babies in the arms of mother earth
When Solana is reconnected with the garden again
When Solana finds Paul and everything is well
The analysis suggests that these story parts included an intense surprise moment, magic and the good
winning over the bad.
Furthermore, analysing the video and audio recordings, the findings suggest that not only the content but
also the way Naemi told the story made the children listen more attentively. She talked more slowly and
there was a sense of wonder in her voice. Furthermore, she explained that generally children listen
better when the storyteller sees the story play out in front of her/him.

N: “Often it is even better when you notice that the children are inattentive to take it extra slowly. It's not
just the language, but how much the telling person goes into the pictures themselves and sometimes it's
good to pause again and make your own imagination big and connect with it and then also to know why
it is important what you are telling and what is coming afterwards.”
Naemi basically explained how not only the imagination of the listeners is important with storytelling to
be immersive, but also the storyteller needs to visualise the story that is being told. This is also
mentioned in the literature as impactful storytelling (Gersie et al., 2014).
The findings on the children’s favourite parts of the storytelling suggest that the parts of the storytelling
that were most meaningful were also perceived as most enjoyable. This correlation suggests that in order
to create a meaningful nature experience, it is important that the children also enjoy it. Waters (2017)
supports that approach on fostering nature connectedness in children by creating a fun experience for
them. Waters (2017) in his research on narrative journeys, tried to immerse the children as much as
possible in the story in order to make children intrinsically interested and enjoy their experience in
nature. The self-determination theory (SDT) supports that learning or skill development work best when
the person is intrinsically motivated, meaning having joy and interest in what they do (Ryan & Deci,
2000). The fact that some children got immersed at different parts of the story than others could be
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related to this intrinsic motivation, as every child has different interests and different things that bring
him/her joy (Waters, 2017; Ryan & Deci, 2000).
Generally, the children’s favourite story parts all include aspects that can be found in most popular fairy
tales, which are characterized by good conquering evil, magic and having moments of suspense when
there are problem encounters (Bianchi, 2014).

The children’s favourite parts- the most important parts of the storytelling experience?

The children’s favourite parts of the story were identified to be most immersive as well as most
emotionally engaging triggering strong emotions. This directly concerns the first two sub-questions of this
research which investigate how the storytelling experience can be a meaningful nature experience to
foster emotional nature connectedness (see beginning of 5.5). A meaningful nature experience is
characterized by its profoundness, which in this thesis is conceptualised by an experience that immerses
and triggers strong emotions (2.2; 5.5). Thereby, the immersion and strong emotions do not necessarily
need to be triggered at the same time. Nevertheless, it is logical to assume that parts of the storytelling
experience that were most immersive and most emotionally engaging were of great importance for the
meaningfulness of the nature experience and thus important for the experience to foster emotional
nature connectedness.
However, there are two main reasons for why it is important to not focus mainly on the favourite parts of
the story but the children’s whole experience during the storytelling. First of all, there were also other
moments during the storytelling in which some children were intensely immersed and had strong
emotional reactions (e.g. when the children hugged trees right after the first story part had finished, see
5.6). As part of this argument, it is also important to note that many children said that they liked the
whole story and some even had a hard time deciding which part they liked most. Secondly, in this
research the storytelling experience as a whole is assessed on its potential to foster emotional nature
connectedness. Therefore, other parts of strong immersion are closely examined and the general
emotional state of the children is described and analysed.
These arguments suggest that the favourite parts of the story were important for the children to perceive
the storytelling experience as a meaningful nature experience, however, they were not the only important
or essential parts with regards to the research questions.
5.5.2 Hands, heart, head engagement during storytelling
Generally, the children were immersed in the story throughout the whole telling of the story, sometimes
more and sometimes less (see 5.2.4 and 5.5.1). The children were much more in their minds during the
immersion in the story, compared to the immersion during the interactive activities that encouraged
active participation. The children’s personal imagination played a vital role in the immersion in the
story. Data however showed that also during the imagination of the story the hands, heart and head
levels were actively addressed. In the following sections the children’s engagement along these three
levels during the story is described and analysed. Furthermore, the argument is made that also during
the story the children’s immersion happened through engaging the hands, heart and head levels of the
children which happened mainly through their imagination.

Hands

The physical level as defined in the theoretical framework includes exploration, action, intentions and
bodily experiences including the senses (2.5). The children had to remain seated while the story was
told. However, especially during the first story part in the garden, the children did explore the garden
with some of their senses while listening. It was visible how the children were looking around and
touching the grass under their feet. Also, quite a few children mentioned that they liked the bird sounds
during the story as well as the fresh air. Nevertheless, this was limited as they were called upon by the
teachers whenever they stood up or even bent down to feel the grass with their hands. Despite this
controlled environment, the children seemed automatically physically engaged which was visible by them
moving to the rhythm of the song and humming to it and furthermore expressing their emotions also
with their bodies (hugging themselves or their neighbour but also more subtle gestures and expressions).
In moments of increased tension there were some children who froze and others who made rapid body
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movements for example jumped up and squeaked. These observations suggest that the children’s
physical level (hands) was engaged mostly as a result from their immersion in the story.
Furthermore, the physical level was addressed through the imagination as children later on explained in
the reflection round and the focus group interviews.

Child 20: “I was imagining running through the garden to find Paul.”
Child 19: “I imagined to climb the tree and be up so high.”
Also, Naemi suggested in the interview after the storytelling experience that senses can be addressed by
the story simply through the imagination.

Naemi: “ […]in such an experience one should also address different channels, i.e. seeing, touching,
hearing, also smelling and tasting - all of this at least imaginary. And imaginary works well, because the
audience doesn't really have to touch anything real or anything like that.”

Indeed, I also noticed while listening to the storyteller describing how the protagonist was eating juicy
apples how my senses were addressed and my mouth started watering. Furthermore, children have a
natural drive to explore which is also active within their minds in forms of imagination (Waters, 2017;
see section 5.5.4 on curiosity). Right after the story the children were all very eager to eat apples and
explore the garden, and were then very active in running, playing and exploring the garden with all their
senses. It seemed as if the story increased this curiosity to explore the garden as right after the story, the
children were very eager to explore right after the story had finished (see also section 5.5.4 on curiosity).
Emotions are characterized by being experienced in the body, thereby it comes natural that the children
express these and “let them out” by moving in certain ways (Sherwood, 2008). Moments of surprise can
trigger fight or flight body responses which can explain the children that jumped up or froze in their
movement in a moment of surprise or tension (Olivos-Jara et al., 2020). Reviewing the data findings and
literature, it can be concluded that the physical level was engaged by children expressing their emotions
and moving their bodies as a result of their immersion in the story. In their minds and through
imagination the children seemed very explorative proactively imagining the images and following the
storyline. Additionally, it is likely that the children’s senses were addressed in their imagination through
vivid descriptions by the storyteller. Generally, the findings suggest that the physical level was engaged in
the children’s minds through imagination and more actively as a result from the children’s immersion in
the story, which was most visible by how the children were very eager to explore the garden after the
storytelling had finished.

Head

The mental level in this research can be defined by memories, beliefs, (analytical) thoughts, knowledge
and perceptions (see section 2.5). There are not many indicators that demonstrate that the storytelling as
such (excluding the activities) stimulated these mental areas strongly or directly, but the data suggests
other areas were stimulated more or first than the mental level. In later reflection rounds and in focus
group interviews however, it was remarkable how the children were talking a lot about their knowledge,
beliefs and memories. Here, the mental level was identified to be key for reflecting on the experience
and processing and changing values on nature (see section 5.6.2).
The main observations of how the story triggered analytical thoughts of the children immediately during
the storytelling is that three children asked whether the story was real and two children questioned
critically whether and or how it could be possible that a tree transforms into a girl. The questions
concerning whether the story was real involved analytical thinking, however this thought triggered a lot of
excited emotions in the children and therefore there was not only the mental level involved. The critical
comments and expressions of doubt regarding how a tree could transform into a girl however did seem
to occupy the children mainly on their analytical cognition. The boy (Child 18) who was most critical on
the possibility of that being true was also the only one that did not want to hug trees as this “does not
make sense”.
Another way the children were addressed on the mental level was through activities within the story (5.4)
to list animals and plants that can be found in the garden, which was expected to influence the children’s
imagination to incorporate animals and plants that “make sense” in this setting. However, when the
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children were asked in a last activity to draw together a picture of the garden (5.4.1), many children did
not embody the plants and animals that the group had listed together but many wild animals (e.g. wolf,
seal, dolphin) that were later explained to be favourite animals were incorporated. This could be an
indicator that the children’s emotional level was more engaged during the story than their analytical
thinking.
Naemi the storyteller explained in an interview after the storytelling experience how the storytelling
experience “is precisely about the fact that it does not only take place in the head, cognitively, but mainly

in the heart […]”.

She further elaborated on this later in the same interview.

Naemi: “[…] I think it's very valuable, especially because it (the story) takes them out of this cognitive and
analytical thinking. Because for me as the storyteller the cosmos is also magical. So how everything is
connected and how incredible creation actually is. And that the children and the listeners also
experience this. That's why I think it's very important, and that was also very clear in this story, that
moment when Solana transformed, or in general, that the animals speak and Paul then learns to
understand all these things. And more, that the actions of the animals and the plants make sense, so they
give food, they work together, they help to find Paul and all these things are actually magical processes,
but they lead to a positive, desirable goal. I think that's very good for children, especially primary school
children. It's very important that there's room for something like this, because I believe that normal
school education always appeals to this one cognition but it's precisely the magic that connects with the
feelings and that the learning effects are much deeper.”
Naemi here refers to magical processes as opposing rational thinking and following a logic of yet a
different type. This, in her view is why stories take children out of their analytical cognition and make
them process the information more through the heart.
School education often addresses an analytical cognition, however storytelling is found to be an
educational tool that can go beyond this cognition and knowledge transmission and create a more
deeper-reaching awareness through emotional engagement (Waters, 2017; Hadzigeorgiou & Judson,
2017; Nikolajeva, 2014). Lüthi (1968) states that fairy tales follow a logic that is almost opposite to
rational thinking which is in line with what Naemi was referring to in the interview (see quote above).
Also, Brann (1993) suggests that imagination, which plays a big part in listening to a story, is opposite to
analytical problem-solving thinking. Taking the findings and the literature into account it can be
concluded that storytelling works little with analytical cognition and addresses other levels primarily than
the mental level.

Heart

Emotions and emotional engagement were identified to be a conduit for most immersion in the story.
Furthermore, the heart level seemed most important for the story to address with regards to the
meaningfulness of the experience.
The video recordings show how the storytelling addressed the heart level and, as already discussed in
section 5.5.1, how immersion happened most when children were emotionally engaged. The facial
expressions, gestures and exclamations of the children indicated emotional engagement throughout the
whole story.
Nikole the class teacher noticed the intensity of the felt emotions by the children during the story.

Nikole: “[…] how they went along with the story- with their facial expressions and whole bodies. They
really went along with it […]”
According to Kristin the fairy tale researcher, the intensity of how children feel a story is an observation
that we (storytellers and fairy tale researchers) […] make over and over again." Further she described in
the interview, as "[…] they just listen with awe and are excited and then they cheer and clap and jump up

out of joy."
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Pleasantness of emotions felt during the story

The emotions expressed by the children were mainly pleasant emotions. Main emotions identified along
with the facial coding by Srinivasan et al. (2018) were cheerful, empathetic, relaxed and in moments of
immersion they looked surprised, fascinated and curious.
However, there were also unpleasant emotions triggered in the children. Main unpleasant emotions
identified were disgust, discomfort, worry and in moments of immersion they looked sad or scared.
In the reflection round after the second storytelling day, the children were asked how they felt about the
story. All of the children said they liked the story, 12 said they thought the story was “beautiful” and 4
children mentioned that they found it “sad”. Whenever the researcher further inquired about the
sadness felt regarding the story, the children explained that they still enjoyed the story.

Child 12 *sounding surprised*: “I thought it was very, very beautiful, so sad also somehow, but very
beautiful!”
There were also other unpleasant emotions mentioned in connection with the story. Sometimes these
rather unpleasant emotions were mentioned to be especially exciting. For example two boys mentioned
such moments of unpleasant emotions as “their favourite part of the story”. These moments in the story
were, when Paul was suddenly lost and when there was suddenly a spider on Solana’s face. These
unpleasant emotions that were also experienced as pleasantly exciting, were often connected to a
moment of surprise, which is further elaborated on in the key emotions section 6.3.8. A feeling that was
dominatingly triggering unpleasant emotions was disgust especially in connection to crawling insects.
However, these emotions led to several discussions and interactions later on in the storytelling
experience about bugs and spiders which triggered more pleasant excitement again (for example
children scaring each other acting as if there was a spider). Overall, it can be concluded that the story
triggered pleasant emotions and also when the story triggered some unpleasant emotions most of these
emotions were later connected to more pleasant experiences. This finding suggests that regarding
fostering nature connectedness it is also important to leave space for the children to experience
unpleasant emotions in their nature experience.

Energy level of emotions

The children stayed attentive and focused during the story (see figure 3 in 2.1.4 yellow area). Especially
during the storytelling part on the second day, the children got visibly excited at times, squeaking and
laughing. Then the children expressed much higher emotional arousal. Also, after the storytelling when
talking about the story and what they imagined about it, the children expressed high emotional arousal.
This shows that the children felt high emotional energy about the story.
In line with the findings, generally, research finds that children’s literature appeals to emotions rather
than reason and further stimulates reader’s affective responses (Nikolajeva, 2014).
Oatley (2016) found that the more immersive a story, the greater the emotional experience and vice
versa. Furthermore, Horning (1997) found that pleasant as well as unpleasant emotions felt by children
while listening to a story contribute to an overall enjoyable experience for them. In fact, unpleasant
emotions belong to a good and captivating narrative as there is the need for a problem encounter and its
resolution (Horning, 1997; O’Sullivan, 2003). Generally, research and literature support that stories
which are emotionally engaging (pleasant and unpleasant emotions) are most effective in touching the
listeners on deeper inner-personal realms which can lead to re-evaluations of values and beliefs and
foster nature connectedness (Grossberg, 2014; Bullen et al., 2015; Waters, 2017; Keen, 2007).
Therefore, engaging the emotional levels with storytelling is advocated for in order to create most impact
(Grossberg, 1992; Bullen et al., 2015; Nikolajeva, 2014). Immersion happened most when children were
emotionally engaged. The findings and the literature suggest that the heart level is the most important
level to address with a story to foster emotional nature connectedness.
5.5.3 Summary
The children could immerse themselves in the story mainly through their imagination which involved
the hands, heart and head levels in the children’s minds. This is also supported by literature that states
how the human brain processes stories as if the person was living through the story her/himself, which
happens through imagination (Welin, 1979; Harré, 2011). Similar to the immersion in the interactive
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activities, especially the hands and the heart level seemed to be the source of immersion, more than the
head level. Nevertheless, the mental level seemed to be important in the processing and reflecting of the
story after the storytelling. The children’s physical level was engaged in the children’s minds through
imagination and more actively directly after the story had finished, which was most visible by how the
children were very eager to eat apples and explore the garden. As already found in the sections 5.5.1 on
favourite parts, the heart level, emotions were identified to be important for the immersion in the story
as emotional engagement was congruent with immersion in the story. Thereby it can be concluded that
emotions were key for the children’s profound and meaningful experience during the storytelling.
In the following section, the key emotions connected to strongest emotional engagement and most
immersion during the storytelling experience are identified, described and analysed.

5.5.4 Key emotions
This section on key emotions addresses the first research sub-question mainly with regards to strong
emotions and most emotional engagement triggered during the intervention (which was during the
storytelling). This concerns the theory by Zylstra et al. (2014) and Marthers (2020) that state that
emotional nature connectedness can be fostered by a meaningful nature experience which accounts for a
profound experience with or in nature that triggers strong emotions.
Two aspects were sources to trigger the children’s strong emotions during the story. That was the
storyline and or the strong images by Naemi’s descriptions. It was noticeable how the children were
especially emotionally engaged and immersed when there were key emotions triggered or vice versa, the
key emotions were triggered when they were especially emotionally engaged and immersed. Key
emotions identified in this research are surprise, curiosity, empathy, fascination and love. These are
shortly described and analysed in the next sections in order to give insights in how the storytelling made
the experience meaningful (profound and emotional) to the children.

Surprise

An element in the story that triggered their surprise was, for example, the dream that Solana had which
the children responded to with intense emotional reactions that were quite surprising to me.

N: “[…] and a tiny little mouse and many animals were all in the woman's arms and the plants were also
in her arms. The woman smiled at Solana in the dream and said to her, "Solana, I love you!””

Right after these words, many children made some sounds of surprise, widened their eyes and/or
formed a surprised “o” with their mouth. After this moment of surprise, some children started to giggle
and expressed excitement on their faces as they looked to their neighbour or other peers.
Also, when magic was involved the children showed reactions of surprise. This was, for example, when
Naemi told how the tree transformed into a girl, how the protagonist Solana could talk to plants and
animals or when the earth put itself over Solana’s body as a blanket to keep her warm. It was very
obvious how a moment of surprise was connected with intense immersion and emotional engagement.
Olivos-Jara et al. (2020) found that surprise is key for emotional engagement of children with their
natural environment. Further, they found that surprise is mostly followed by emotions of high arousal/
energy, however these can be either pleasant or unpleasant emotions. In their research most often
surprise was followed by happiness and second by fear (Olivos-Jara et al., 2020). Other research reports
that surprise and awe are mostly connected to pleasant emotions (Keltner & Haidt, 2003). Olivos-Jara et
al. (2020) suggests that both pleasant as well as unpleasant emotions are important to foster emotional
nature connectedness. Nevertheless, surprise moments should not trigger intense unpleasant emotions
in the children connected to nature as dark depictions of the natural world can seriously influence a
child’s perception on nature (Goodenough, 2006). What exactly accounts for story parts that trigger too
intense unpleasant emotions is however unclear. Generally, it is recommended to have a story for
children end with pleasant emotions (happy ending) and have the good conquering the evil, to resolve
any unpleasant emotions connected to a story, which helps to foster connectedness to a nature place
(Bianchi, 2014; Waters, 2017; Woods, 2006).
Taking the data of presented research and the findings from the literature into account it can be
concluded, that when surprise got triggered in the children during the storytelling experience, it made
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the experience more emotionally engaging (including pleasant and unpleasant emotions) and immersive
for them. Sometimes a surprise moment increased the energy of the emotions a lot which was then
noticeable and often led to communal excitement.

Curiosity

Curiosity, together with excited anticipation was already mentioned before when identifying key
emotions that kept the children attentive (section 5.5.4). Furthermore, this curiosity and excited
anticipation also kept the children immersed in the experience, as they wanted to know what would
happen next. That was especially during the story and also mentioned by several children during
reflection rounds.

Child 14: “The story was just so exciting and I wanted to know what happens next.”
Silvia (2008) describes in her work how curiosity is the essential emotion for humans’ general interest.
Interest she describes as a facet of intrinsic motivation as well as emotion (Silvia, 2008). This already
explains the basics behind the power of curiosity to keep the children immersed in the story.
Watson (1989) and Burrell (2012) write about humans being curious and novel-seeking by nature.
These two characteristics are often enjoyed by exploration (in nature) and creative imagination (Waters,
2017). In children, Wood (2008) claims, that this curious and novel-seeking nature is very pronounced
in children which explains explorative and imaginative behaviour of the children in this case-study.
In Waters’ (2017) narrative journeys (see 4.3) it is key to spark curiosity in the children to engage them
in the story and nature place. The narrative journey method works with so called narrative cues (e.g.
“Look! A fairy’s wing” Waters, 2017; p.63) and these cues focus very specifically on sparking curiosity in
the children (Waters, 2017). This is because imagination and emotional engagement thrive on curiosity
and keeps children intrinsically motivated to stay within the narrative (Waters, 2017; Phelps & Wooley,
1994). Phelps and Wooley (1994) suggest that children even sustain certain believes (often fictional
ones) in order to sustain emotions of curiosity. This is explained by that children generally find joy in
being curious and maintaining a sense of wonder (Phelps & Wooley, 1994; Hunter & Eder, 2010). This
means that a nature experience in which curiosity in children is sparked is likely to be perceived as fun
and interesting which thereby taps right into the intrinsic motivation of the children (Ryan & Deci, 2000).
Further Phelps and Wooley (1994) state that this curiosity for nature decreases when children get older,
probably because they get exposed to rational, cognitive analytical thinking. As curiosity is said to open
up the space of possibilities and thereby feeding into the children’s imagination, this emotion might well
be fundamental for creativity (White, 1990). Sense of possibility is one of the hallmarks of imagination
and the key question thereby is “What else could there be?” (White, 1990). The more emotionally
engaged a child is, the more creatively can imagination answer this question according to McConnon
(2013). Furthermore, it seems likely that the more emotionally engaged a person is, the more curiosity
this person feels to know the answer to this question and the more intrinsic motivation there is to find
out (with the own imagination or by staying attentive while listening to a story).
Central to the concept of magic, as well as the concept of mysticism, is the sense of possibilities. The
concept of magic seems to answer the question (“What else could there be?”) with supernatural power
and mysticism conveys that we shall never really know- both sustaining a type of infinite source of
curiosity as there are no limits to the possibilities (May,1991; Max Lüthi, 1968).
For Rosen (2009), curiosity is key for impassioned learning and she explains this with relating back to
the etymological root of the word curious, cura, which is the same root for “care”.

“And it is absolutely true that if we care about something, if we have a keen interest, the more authentic
our involvement becomes and the more effectively and pleasurably we perform, learn or think.” (Rosen,
2009; p. 5)

Fascination and wonder

Throughout the storytelling experience, the children expressed emotions of wonder and fascination
towards nature and the garden (see section 5.5.4), which was then notably (on the video recordings)
increased through the storytelling. This seemed to be induced especially because the story was about the
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garden that the children were sitting in while listening to the story, as they showed fascination especially
about nature elements that were mentioned in the story (5.6).
Furthermore, wonder and fascination seemed to be triggered by magic in the story. Many children
mentioned parts of the story that included magic as their favourite parts. Furthermore, magic itself
seemed to fascinate the children and served as a conduit for them to get visibly immersed in their own
imagination even in the middle of an interview (dreamy looks, low voice, fascinated gaze). The children
also actively believed in the magic. For example, almost all of the children were positive that they could
start communicating after living in the garden for a while. Another example is when two boys jumped up
in the middle of the reflection round to ask a tree “something”. Three weeks later, one of the boys
reported what they had asked.

C: “Do you remember what you asked?”
Child 15: “Yes. If he would like to give us an apple.”
C: “And did the tree say anything?”
Child 15: “No, but I think it bent a bit.”
*Teacher Nikole laughs*
Child 15: “Yes, the branch.”
The story itself and especially the fact that the story was about the garden and that there was magic
involved increased the children’s wonder and fascination for the garden, especially regarding specific
nature elements like the apple trees.
As already mentioned in the analysis of the key emotion curiosity, children enjoy having a sense of
wonder and have been found to actively maintain emotions of curiosity and wonder (Phelps & Wooley,
1994; Hunter & Eder, 2010). It can therefore be suggested that curiosity and wonder serve a similar
function which is connected with eagerness to explore yet unknown possibilities (see also analysis in
section on curiosity above). Compared to curiosity, there is even more literature that suggests that
wonder is a key emotion to be triggered to foster emotional nature connectedness (Carson, 1998;
Chawla, 2006). Mcnair (2012) suggests that children’s wonder in nature is connected with still seeing
nature without rationally categorizing yet (compared to adults), and stresses that this is why children
explore nature differently, seeing more details and diversity of nature and including automatically and
actively all their senses. Psychoanalyst Rollo May (1991) and Goodenough (2006) argue that it is
important to sustain a sense of wonder for nature in order to leave space to see nature’s unique beauty,
making it mystical and magical rather than rationally explaining it. Magic indeed triggered emotions of
fascination and wonder in the children which supports this statement. These findings suggests that
wonder is sustained when children explore the natural world on their hands and heart levels rather than
the head.

Empathy

Empathy felt by the children in relation with the story seemed to be connected with a sense of moral,
which showed in the children being very certain about what is (in the story) right and what is wrong. As
much as they felt sad or sorry for a character in one part of the story, as much they judged another one
that did not behave rightly.
The extent of this empathy and sense of moral felt by the children is clearly much stronger in
connection with the story than without the story context. This is described in the following. During the
emotional literacy workshop, there were two examples posed by the researcher of how to feel when “a
good friend goes on holidays for a long time and you have to say goodbye” and “when the best friend
moves far away and you can never see him or her again”. The children seemed to partly not grasp any
sadness of the situations and even questioned whether it should be sad at all. This is remarkable
especially regarding how much the children felt sad later in the story for Paul’s (the protagonist) situation
in which he had to move away to another part of the city and had to say goodbye to his best friend the
tree. Nine children described this as “sad”, “very sad” or showed this emotion in other ways like
nodding in agreement when other children described it in these words. Among these children were also
all the ones that had earlier been shouting that it was not sad to have to say goodbye to a best friend that
moves away. Asking the fairy tale researcher Kristin Wardetzky in an expert interview after the
storytelling experience about this difference, she called this a phenomenon that arises in children when
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they listen to a story and describes it as a felt “empathy for an external life other than what concerns your
own”. She further, described how strongly the children feel this as “the children are excited inside, as if it
were about their own lives”, and explained it with the children identifying with the protagonist(s) “that in

that moment that they experience the pain full on."

Furthermore, she touched upon a concept that she mentioned earlier during the interview. The concept
of how in real life, the emotions (including empathy) and values of situations are relativized, but in
stories they are absolute. This, she said is also what happened with the children thinking about the
situation of a friend moving away during the activity- the children relativized it.

Kristin: “And then in real life, you say; The friend is moving away and then I can visit her. That is also a
relativization, right? "
C: "Yes, that’s also what the children said in the emotional literacy workshop."
Kristin: "But in fairy tales it is absolute. The despair is absolute. And they feel that."
What the fairy tale researcher was saying is how empathy for the story characters in a fairy tale are
absolute while in real life, situations are generally relativized.
The researcher also stated that this concept can further be effective regarding emotional nature
connectedness and empathy for nature.

Kristin: "That's also a big motif in the fairy tale. It not only induces compassion towards people, but also
towards nature. The fish lying in the sand. It has come half to death. What does the hero do? He picks
up the fish and throws it back into the water so that it survives. And that is also a symbol for nature. And
for closeness to nature and for responsibility towards nature.”
In connection with the story, increased sense of moral and increased emotions of empathy were
observed in the children. This is congruent with literature that finds that children stories and especially
fairy tales increase feelings empathy and sense of moral (what is right and what is wrong and how to deal
with these things) (see also section 2.3.3; Hunter & Eder, 2010; Nikolajeva, 2014; Oatley, 2016).
Scholars found that emotions and empathy are felt for fictional characters just as much as for real life
peers (Nomura & Akai, 2012; Mar, 2011; Astington, 1990). Oatley (2016) and others claim that
emotions and empathy are often even stronger felt towards story characters than in reality towards real
life peers (Oatley, 2016). There are many hypothesis about why narrative especially fiction could
increase emotions of empathy (Mar, 2011; Keen, 2007). Keen (2007) argues that above all, the readers'
perception of a text's fictiveness increases the likelihood of the reader’s empathy by releasing him/her
from their guarded responses to the demands of real others.
Connected to children’s stories specifically, increased empathy could be explained by that in stories and
especially fairy tales, the concept of the “good and the bad” is more pronounced (Hunter & Eder, 2010;
Bianchi, 2014). Aram et al. (2009) argue that these stronger pronounced categories and characters in
children stories, can help children’s socioemotional development. Horning (1997) and others state that
identification with the characters play a major role in feeling empathy and emotions throughout a story
which is in line with what Wardetzky also described in the expert interview with her (Nikolajeva, 2014;
Bullen et al., 2015; Astington, 1990). Dyson & Genishi (1994) further describe this identification process
and explain how stories are automatically and often subconsciously taken as an example to learn from,
as a story often tells of people’s significant life experiences. These are then automatically used by the
listeners as a means of mirroring the self in relation to the story characters and can have deep-reaching
effects on the listener, appreciating difference, and evaluating the own person (Dyson & Genishi, 1994).
Through stories children learn about ethics and moral in a way that goes beyond factual “knowledge”
and manifests itself in a type of “awareness” that reaches deeper and affects values and beliefs
(Hadzigeorgiou & Judson, 2017; Hunter & Eder, 2010). This, Hadzigeorgiou & Judson (2017) argue, is
why storytelling is a great tool to foster environmental awareness and nature connectedness. In detail,
they state that stories achieve nature connectedness through emotional and imaginative engagement and
specifically by evoking a sense of wonder over the natural environment (Hadzigeorgiou & Judson, 2017).
All things considered, it can be concluded that stories foster empathy which has been recognized in
literature also as key for why stories can be a good tool to educate children around socioemotional and
moral issues (Mar, 2011; Hunter & Eder, 2010). Furthermore, stories have been recognized to kindle a
type of emotional awareness opposed to more factual “knowledge” that is found to be why stories are
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suitable to foster nature awareness and emotional nature connectedness (Hadzigeorgiou & Judson, 2017;
McKnight, 2010). The story kindled empathy for its characters, among which were the trees of the
garden and its nature, which seem to foster the children’s emotional nature connectedness.

Love

Although children were already enthusiastic, respectful and fascinated by the garden before the story,
from the moment right after the first story part had ended, the children expressed love for the garden, its
trees and the story. They expressed this verbally by saying that they “love the story” and they “love the
garden” and also with their facial and bodily expressions (Waal et al., 2008). When the question was
posed how the story had changed their feelings for the garden, Child 17 for example said that he or she?
had “a huuge feeling now for the garden” and expressed that by spreading his arms widely and then
hugging himself tightly afterwards. Two other children were also hugging themselves in that moment,
and two others touched the area of their heart. In general, the children hugged and cuddled each other
after the story when we were sitting on the grass to reflect on their experience. The feeling of love for the
garden was most obvious when one child asked if she could hug a tree. When she was allowed to do so
she jumped up very enthusiastically and then all the other children also wanted to hug trees and as they
were almost impossible to attain in that moment, shortly after, they all swarmed out and hugged tree
(except for one child). Some children also mentioned that in their diaries and during the reflection
round that they liked hugging trees. Furthermore, also in diaries and during their time in the garden,
children talked about their “favourite tree”. Moreover, throughout the storytelling experience children
stroked trees, talked to trees, talked enthusiastically about trees and said “thank you” to trees for giving
them apples, an indicator for feeling love for nature according to Waal et al. (2008).
Love for a nature place is considered one of the most powerful emotions to foster emotional nature
connectedness in children (Postma & Forest (2016). Hugging trees and stroking them, having favourite
trees and having caring and respectful attitudes towards nature are all signs for love for nature (Waal et
al., 2008). Love for nature is an emotion that affects emotional nature connectedness directly as it
determines directly children’s meaningful being in and deep caring for nature (Lumber et al., 2018;
Wals et al., 2015). It can be concluded that the children felt love for the garden and its trees which can
be seen as a direct indicator for emotional nature connectedness. Love towards the garden was especially
visible directly after the storytelling, which suggests that the story fostered this emotion.

Summary of key emotions

In connection with the children’s immersion and emotional engagement in the story, there were five key
emotions triggered: surprise, curiosity, fascination, empathy and love. These give further insights in how
the storytelling made the experience meaningful (immersive and emotional) for the children.
When surprise got triggered then it made the story more emotionally engaging. A surprise moment was
often followed by intense emotional engagement and immersion, whereby the emotions were mostly
pleasant but also included unpleasant emotions. Sometimes a surprise moment increased the energy of
the emotions a lot which was then noticeable and often led to communal excitement.
Curiosity was key to keep the children focused and generally engaged in the story, as the curiosity made
the children want to know how the story proceeded. Furthermore, findings show that a nature
experience in which curiosity in children is sparked is also likely to be perceived as fun and interesting,
which is why Waters (2017) in his narrative journey method focuses on sparking curiosity in the
children.
Fascination and wonder is seen by many scholars as a key emotion to foster emotional nature
connectedness. Especially the fact that the story was about the garden that the children were in and that
there were magical things happening in it, increased the children’s fascination and wonder for the garden
and made them curious to explore the garden and especially the nature elements that were mentioned in
the story, when the story was finished.
The story kindled strong emotions of empathy for its characters, among which were the trees of the
garden and its nature. This could directly foster the children’s emotional nature connectedness.
The children felt love for the garden and its trees which can be seen as a direct indicator for emotional
nature connectedness. This was most visible directly after the storytelling, which suggests that the story
fostered this emotion which is elaborated on more in the section 5.6 about attachments.
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The storytelling influenced the children especially on the heart level, but also on the hands level. There
seemed to be an interaction between the emotions the children experienced and what they were doing.
Key emotions that were triggered by the storytelling event were surprise, curiosity, fascination, empathy
and love.

5.5.6 Summary
The main finding of this section and the thesis is that the storytelling was the most meaningful part of the
whole storytelling experience that triggered strongest emotions and most immersion. Therefore, the
storytelling itself had most potential to foster the children’s emotional nature connectedness within the
intervention. The storytelling included interactive activities which contributed to the immersive and
emotionally engaging experience and thus are hard to separate from this finding (see section 5.4).
Sections 5.4 and 5.5 provide answers to the first two sub-questions of the main research question
concerning how the intervention affected the children’s emotions and how the experience could be a
profound (immersive) one for the children. Especially the engagement of the hands and heart levels
fostered immersion in the children. Although all three levels were addressed, the findings suggest that
- the activities addressed especially the physical level (hands) in the first place and
- the story addressed mainly the emotional level (heart).
The interactive activities involved the hands, heart, head levels more directly and the story involved the
levels mainly through the children’s imagination. The emotional level was examined more closely in this
section as this generally concerns the first sub-question and directly concerns the (definition of)
emotional nature connectedness. Moments where strong emotions were triggered in the children during
the storytelling (and its activities), were always congruent with children’s strong immersion. During the
storytelling there were five key emotions triggered that led to increased emotional engagement and
immersion. These key emotions were triggered either by the story’s strong images vividly described by
the storyteller, or the story’s storyline.
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5.6 Free time in the Place

Emotional nature connectedness is conceptualized in this research as “the values regarding nature as

well as the emotions and feelings, and attachments experienced by an individual in relation to nature”

(see section 2.1). As the emotions and feelings are already addressed in depth by the sections 5.4 and
5.5, this section focuses on the children’s values and attachments towards nature. This addresses mainly
the third sub-question of this research.
3. How does the storytelling experience affect the children’s values and attachments connected to
nature?
This is taken on by looking at the data of the children’s free time in the garden and discussions that
came up among the children themselves.

“The location of an event is an integral part of the event itself […]” (Basso 1996, 86-7)
As described in the quote and included in the conceptual framework (see 2.5), the place of an
intervention like the presented one is an integral part of the whole experience and plays a role also in
fostering emotional nature connectedness (Basso, 1996; Waters, 2017; Fettes & Judson, 2011).
Deriving from the literature findings that the conceptual framework is based on (see section 2.5), place is
seen as the “authentic context for meaning and engagement” (Singleton, 2015 p.4). Thereby place
provides the context for an “authentic experience for deeper reflection, sense of belonging and
body/sensory stimulation that acts as a catalyst for deep engagement required for transformation”
(Singleton, 2015 p.1). Therefore, the intervention was framed around the garden as the integral aspect of
the storytelling experience (see Appendix A). In the storytelling intervention, the garden place is in the
center of attention almost the whole time. The story is framed around the garden, as a potentially true
story that had happened in this place. How the garden as the place played a role in supporting the
storytelling experience to foster emotional nature connectedness is elaborated on in the following.
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The children were most immersed and emotionally engaged during the storytelling including its
interactive activities, however the garden also played an important role to provide the setting for this
meaningful experience. During the activities outside of the story, the children were not showing signs of
immersion (strong focus and engagement on the hands, heart and head levels) (see section 5.4.2). When
the children had free time in the garden however, they did show signs of immersion. This was most
visible when the children could follow their own instincts and were not distracted by adult’s direct
instructions. This behaviour is also supported by Waters (2017) who states in his research on narrative
journey (see section 4.3) that children’s uninterrupted free play in nature is important to foster their
nature connectedness and is most often disturbed by adults. That children naturally explore nature with
all their senses is also supported by research and literature on children in nature spaces (Waters, 2017;
Ryan & Deci, 2000). At the end of this section there is a discussion on how a good balance between
freedom and guidance can support children’s free flow and immersion in the nature place, rounding off
the main findings sections (5.4, 5.5 and 5.6) and addressing again the second sub-question of this
research.
2. How could the storytelling experience be a profound nature experience for the children?
Describing and analysing the values and attachments towards the garden and the balance of freedom and
guidance in this section covers the role the place has in fostering emotional nature connectedness.
5.6.1 Attachments to the garden
Feelings of attachment are generally defined as feelings of love or strong connection to something or
someone (Dictionary, 2021).
During the storytelling experience, the children demonstrate to have increased feelings of attachment
especially towards the garden (the place) of the storytelling experience. This is mostly visible by children
expressing their love for the garden verbally and non-verbally (see section about love 5.5.4). The
strongest verbal expressions for increased feelings of attachment were used in the last reflection round at
the end of the second storytelling day.

Child 14: “I love the garden it’s sooo beautiful and I want to stay here forever!”
One and maybe the most obvious observation for how the children got attached to the garden or at least
its trees was, when the reflection round on the first storytelling day ended rather abruptly because one
girl asked if she could hug a tree and suddenly the whole class got excited about this idea, and all
children eventually stormed out and hugged the trees in the garden.
This was a meaningful moment for the children who talked a lot about hugging trees from this on. The
story included a part, which was perceived by many children as their favourite part, where the
protagonist hugged a tree that then transformed into a girl. Therefore, it is likely that the story had
influenced this behaviour. In the reflection round three weeks after the intervention many children
talked about how they see nature a bit differently and expressed their affection for trees. This is
elaborated on more in the next section on values (5.6.2).
Furthermore, there were in total three moments in which some children collectively got caught up in the
thought of never leaving the garden again voicing that enthusiastically. One example when that happened
was when Naemi had to leave early and said goodbye.

N: Bye! *waving*

Child 16 understands that the children need to go already too and protests loudly: “No we don't go we

don't go no, NO, NO!”
Child 14: “Noo, we don’t want to go already!”
Child 13, Child 4, Child 12: “We don’t go, we don’t go!”
N *addressing Child 16 and other children*: “No you can stay here. You stay here!” *calming down*
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Child 14: “Yes we will stay here forever!” *relieved*
Child 13: “We are staying.” *cheerfully*.
Other children: “We stay here!” “We stay forever!”
Another indicator that children feel attached to the garden (and nature) is that six children said they
wanted to start to work in the garden.

Child 7: " […] and yes I really liked it and I feel really comfortable here. One question; *looks shy* …
*excited* Can I work here?!"
C: *laughs* "Do you want to work here?"
Five other children: "Me too, me too, me too, me too!"
[…]
Child 14: “Finally I can work, finally.”
Teacher Nikole: "Later, when you're grown up."
The wish of wanting to work in the garden came back again in the focus group interviews in which three
children explained that they “want to work every day always after school in the garden and stay till late”
(Child 14). Two others also mentioned in focus group interviews how they would like to stay a night in
the garden to sleep there. After the experience in the reflection round three weeks later, the researcher
asked whether the children want to go back to the garden and all of them screamed “yes!” in a choir and
all children put their thumbs up. It can be concluded that the children showed signs of love and
attachments towards the garden, which were verbally and non-verbally expressed. Towards the end of
the storytelling experience, the children increasingly mentioned how they thought the garden was
beautiful.
As discussed before in section 5.5.4 there are many indicators of the children feeling love for the garden
and its nature which is an indicator for the children feeling attached to the place (Waal et al., 2007;
Dictionary, 2021). The fact that some children wanted to work in the garden can be interpreted as a wish
to care for the garden (Somerville, 2015; Wals et a., 2014; Singleton, 2015). The desire to care for a
nature place is seen as an indicator for attachment to the place (Somerville, 2015; Blizard et al., 2007).
Blizard et al. (2007) took the “desire to go back to the nature site” as an indicator for attachment to the
place. The findings suggest that there are strong indicators to an increase in place attachments to the
garden among the children.
5.6.2 Values for the garden and its nature
Value is defined as “the worth and importance for something by someone” (Dictionary, 2020).
It is difficult to distinguish values for nature, values for the garden and values for the whole experience
including the story and the activities. Nevertheless, values expressed for all of those three things (nature,
garden, experience) are indicators for values for nature in general, as the storytelling experience included
only activities and elements thematizing nature or nature elements. According to the Lee et al. (2007)
and Perry (1994), an indicator of how much something is emotionally valued is the expression “I like”.
Generally, 14 children mention explicitly throughout the two days of storytelling experience that they
“like the garden” or even “love the garden”. When they were asked why they liked the garden the most
frequent answers were that they liked the place because they could “run around and play” and because
the garden was “beautiful”. Furthermore, many children mentioned that they liked that they could
breathe so well in the garden, however this is accounted less importance because this could be related
and thus biased by the current Corona-related ventilation measures in schools.
There are some indicators of the children valuing nature in general and started to value the garden
specifically during the storytelling experience. This concerns mainly the emotional values according to
Chen (2013) and Lee et al. (2007) and was most visible by pleasant emotions connected to the garden.
The results of the surveys indicate that the children value nature prior the intervention and slightly more
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after the intervention as they demonstrated an already high (1st survey) and a slight increase (2nd survey) in
emotional nature connectedness.
Ramsey & Rickson (1976) state that environmental values and attitudes take time to nurture, which
suggests that the intervention could have been too short to establish, strengthen or change values for the
garden or nature in general. However, Singleton (2015) describes that attachments to a place and caring
attitudes expand values for a nature place. As there are strong indicators for attachments to the garden
(see section 5.5.3) this suggests that the children had started to rethink values for the garden and nature.
It can be concluded that the survey results strongly indicate that the children valued nature in general,
however, there is limited data to fully substantiate that the children had already adapted values
specifically for the garden place during the storytelling experience which is probably also because values
take time to nurture.

Children questioning and re-evaluating values

Based on the indicator for emotional value to express liking something (Lee et al., 2007; Perry, 1994), it
could be observed that some children questioned how they value certain nature elements throughout the
storytelling experience. Child 12 questioned himself loudly whether apples from the “landscape”
(probably means garden) are better. Another discussion arises around bugs, when child 19 states “I think
bugs are ok” and other children join in and some seem to reconsider finding bugs less disgusting as they
initially thought. In a focus group interview this discussion is again picked up by the children when the
researcher asked whether there were situations during the story where they felt uncomfortable.

Child 21: I thought that was really great with the animals and yes, I didn't imagine her with them in my
head, but I imagined myself with the animals and yes but not… that is… with the other animals yes and
plants… not with the bugs ihh, they tickle ihh! *makes disgusted noises and face*
[…] Child 21 and three other children discuss ants, spiders and bugs.

Child 21: “Well, but actually when I think of the ants, then I think, these were not so gross and and ..
they also tickle on the skin.”.
In general, the values seemed to get stronger towards nature, however there were also two children who
severely challenged values for trees and squirrels. Child 18 stated a few times that it “does not make
sense” and was even “stupid” to hug a tree and Child 21 questioned why people were so interested in
the squirrels. Both comments related to moments in the storytelling experience. Eventually these two
comments led to discussions that made the other children speak out more convinced of their own way
of valuing for trees and squirrels.
In the reflection round after the experience, child 18 initiated a heated discussion with his comment
about how hugging trees is “stupid” and many children protest loudly and argue that the trees are “living
beings”.

Child 18: “They can't speak.”
Child 15: “But they have feelings!”
Child 12: “And they live!”
Many other children join in and loudly protest: “They are alive!!”
Child 14: “They are living things.”
Child 8: “They live, they feel and soo.”
Some children repeat: “And they live!”
The fact that the children saw the trees as living beings and worth hugging indicates that many children
valued, respected and empathized with the trees at least the ones of the garden.
The topics of discussion, re-evaluation and increase in value were all about nature elements that played a
role in the story: bugs, spiders, trees, squirrels. Therefore, it can be deduced that the story made some
children re-think their values or increase their values for some nature elements.
Most strongly, this was visible with trees right after the first storytelling part ended and the children were
immediately eager to look at the apple trees closer. They called them beautiful and they wanted to look
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closer at them and later all the children (except Child 18) hugged them (see attachments section 5.6.1).
From this moment on, throughout the storytelling experience the children continue to talk about the
trees and especially the apple trees. They touched them and caressed the bark. When the children get
apples from the garden many said “Thank you tree!”. There were three children that asked whether or
how they could grow an apple tree. All children cheered when the teacher proposed that they could
grow an apple tree in their classroom one day. At least seven children asked about how many apple trees
there were and the age of the trees in the garden.
It can be concluded that values were questioned and got more pronounced during the storytelling
experience and this was most likely stimulated by the story as the values about the nature elements that
were questioned were related to the story. The garden environment served as a conduit for this process,
as the nature elements questioned were also in the garden and the children examined them up close.
Nature elements that were questioned in their value (mainly about how much the children liked them)
were: bugs, spiders, squirrels and the concept of hugging trees. The process of re-evaluating certain
nature elements included exploration and examination on different levels (hands, heart, head) and
seemed to eventually stimulate group discussions and reflections, mainly involving the mental level in
order to strengthen the value awareness.
In existing literature on values for nature, it is argued that values are a conscious and cognitive concept,
similarly to beliefs (Perry, 1994). This fits to the observation that in value formation and re-evaluation of
values for certain nature elements, there were mental thought processes involved as well as reflections
and discussion, bringing unconsciously experienced emotions to conscious cognition. Singleton (2015)
supports that value formation in children often include active reflection. Furthermore, values are often
mentioned together with attitudes as deeply engrained in a personality and thereby more difficult to
change compared to, for example, more superficial layers like knowledge (Ives et al., 2018). This could
be a hint towards, why the acquired data of this short-term intervention does not give many insights into
children’s perceived values for the nature place. It is suggested, that researching nature values as part of
emotional nature connectedness needs longer-term studies than the storytelling intervention.
Some scholars argue that children naturally value nature (Wilson & Kellert, 1993; Walimbe &
Chitgopkar, 2018). This is consistent with the biophilia hypothesis which claims that humans have an
innate desire to connect with nature (Wilson & Kellert, 1993). At the same time, there are also findings
that children especially in today’s urban environment are alienated from the natural world and do not
(know how to) value nature (Taylor et al., 2006). Frequent exposure to nature is claimed to restore
children’s innate values for the natural world (Taylor et al., 2006; Hoyt & Acredolo, 1992; Zylstra et al.,
2014). When frequent exposure to nature is not possible however, similarly to the general concept of
emotional nature connectedness, at least some nature exposure is needed accompanied with guidance in
order to teach children about the value of nature (Hoyt & Acredolo, 1992; Zylstra et al., 2014). This is in
line with the findings of this thesis that children started to re-evaluate some nature items through the
story and the active engagement with the nature elements of the garden. The finding that the children
value nature more could further be supported by the class teacher that reported three weeks after the
intervention that the children said they spent more time in nature since the intervention.
5.6.3 Intrinsic motivation, freedom and guidance
Ryan & Deci (2000) state that children are inherently creative, exploratory, eager to learn and thereby
easily immerse themselves in an intrinsically motivated learning process when provided with a
supporting environment. Intrinsic motivation is defined as behaving out of own interest and joy (Ryan &
Deci, 2000). Looking at the video recordings, the findings suggested that children were more immersed
and emotionally engaged when they were intrinsically motivated during the storytelling experience (when
their behaviour was motivated by own joy and interest). This suggests that intrinsic motivation helps the
children to emotionally connect to nature. Taking the findings of Csikszentmihalyi & Rathunde (1993)
and Mcnair (2012) into account, a supporting environment that intrinsically motivates the children to
emotionally connect to nature can be defined by two overarching elements. On one side, there needs to
be some amount of freedom for the children to follow their own flow within the nature experience and
on the other side there needs to be supportive guidance by an adult functioning as a type of mentor
(Mcnair, 2012; Csikszentmihalyi & Rathunde, 1993). Also, Chawla (2006) states that in order to
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emotionally connect to nature, children need to engage autonomously with natural areas but also need to
be led by adults by “their own example. […] By the direction and quality of their attention, they
communicate nature's value and promote the child's interest in this world too “(p. 70). This confirms
what Waters states about children’s process of connecting to nature through a narrative (Waters, 2017).
He mentions in an expert interview for this research how adults are often important to guide children to
connect with nature.

“It’s not just having nature to immerse in. It’s having at least one mentor who loves, promotes and guides
the child’s experiences and opens up opportunities.” (Waters, 2020)
He further stresses that adults and rules often pose restrictions on children’s immersion and connections
in nature.

“[…] if they’re not allowed to have control over that place, pull up a bit of grass, etc., then their
relationship with that place will always be minimal and stifled.” (Waters, 2020)
Especially strict rules like not ripping out grass as well as strong reactions against nature elements was
likely to pose barriers to connect to nature, according to Waters.
However, especially younger children in a controlled formal educational setting are used to and also
often want to adhere to existing rules and please authority figures (Platt, 2016). Children are thus
susceptible to perform and act in a way they think authorities would like them to rather than following
their own instincts (Platt, 2016; Waters, 2017; Ryan & Deci, 2000). This performance is motivated by
rewards. This type of motivation is called integrated motivation and has been shown to hinder children
in following their own instincts and thus hinder them from immersive experiences in nature (Ryan &
Deci, 2000).
Additionally, the rules of the garden school and the class were generally difficult to minimize. This was
because the garden had limited resources in terms of nature, time and capacity that were protected by
these rules (see also 1.2 and 4.1). Thereby despite the controlling setting, providing spaces for children’s
freedom within nature was important (1.2).
Following the premise that children’s intrinsic motivation (in this case to emotionally connect to nature)
is kindled by guidance and freedom in the following this concept is further analysed. First the guidance
of the children within the intervention and then the children’s freedom is discussed.

Guidance

Especially a short intervention like the storytelling experience needs to provide guidance to foster
emotional nature connectedness (Zylstra et al., 2014; Waters, 2017; Mcnair, 2012; Csikszentmihalyi &
Rathunde, 1993; Chawla, 2006). Overall, the intervention happened in a formal school environment and
was strongly based on guidance which could be visible in the way teachers and children interacted.
However, as already mentioned how some guidance like strict rules, restrictions and strong reactions
against nature led to rather hindering than fostering emotional nature connectedness (Waters, 2017).
Next to that, there was also more positively reinforcing guidance by the authority persons involved in the
intervention. For example, they stressed the beauty of the garden and the excitement of the story.
Thereby they provided guidance to what the children should pay attention to and positively reinforced
their interest for the garden and the story. This guidance was subtle but still likely to be effective as
research has shown that especially children below 11 years old are eager to follow and perform
according to how they think authority figures want them to (Platt, 2016; Richardson et al., 2019; Waters,
2017). The problem with the children following the authorities without much own thinking and feeling
involved is that it is then unlikely to address their deeper inner-personal realms and foster their
emotional nature connectedness directly (Ryan & Deci, 2000; Waters, 2017). However, indirectly this
guidance was likely to be effective as the children’s attention was successfully steered towards the garden
and the story. The importance of focusing the children in the first place to immerse and engage them is
discussed in the introduction of this thesis (1.1) The findings suggest that guidance should focus the
children and draw their attention to certain elements of their experience.
Furthermore, Reeve’s (2012) research on intrinsic and extrinsic motivation suggests that guidance to
increase emotional nature connectedness should put forward the more informational aspects and
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minimizing the controlling aspects. Also Silvia (2008) and Cross (2011) argue that formal school settings
that focus on imposing control over the children thereby miss out on utilizing natural learning processes
which can have much deeper reaching effects on children. Controlling aspects can be rules and threat of
punishment but also making children behave in certain ways motivated by rewards like praise, grades
and feedback (Reeve, 2012). As mentioned before, there were some controlling aspects especially rules
and a strict time plan, however there were no grades nor specific rewards or individual feedback
involved. During the intervention there was limited factual information regarding the garden and nature
provided to the children. Nevertheless, also the story itself can be seen as a source of information as the
story was a fictional telling about what happened in the past in this garden. The fact that the storytelling
itself posed little control over the students and that the children remembered the story really well suggest
that the story served as a good guidance to support the children’s intrinsic motivation to emotionally
connect to the garden.

Freedom

Ryan & Deci (2000) as well as Reeve (2012) suggest that supporting children’s perceived autonomy and
competence increases their intrinsic motivation which suggests that this then also helped them to
emotionally connect to nature (5.6.3).
During the intervention the teachers and the researcher often stressed directly and indirectly the
children’s competence of naturally being experts in exploring and connecting to nature. The children’s
autonomy however was often interfered by rules and limited free-playing time. Nevertheless, the
storytelling experience also supported the children’s autonomy, competence and freedom to confidently
follow their own instincts.
First of all, the children’s freedom was supported by framing the intervention to be an excursion without
any assessment in form of grades nor pressure to perform. Releasing the children off pressure to
perform, helped them to be relaxed and intrinsically motivated (by joy and interest) to participate in the
activities (Reeve, 2012). This was also visible by how the children mentioned that they liked not having
class.
Furthermore, the story as well as the interactive activities left freedom for the children’s own
interpretations and what children said was not judged to be “right” or “wrong” (4.4.3; 4.6.2). Next to that
the interactive activities left freedom for the children to participate more or less and the instructions were
generally formulated as invitations (4.6.2). Nevertheless, since the setting was a formal educational one
and the class teacher was present it is questionable how much the children felt like they could decline
from participating.
Findings suggest that within the story the children experienced freedom with their personal imagination
as the children were free to imagine what they wanted (Appendix F). The story actively supported the
children’s imagination by leaving out explanations and including magic and thereby extending the realm
of possibilities (Waters, 2017; White,1990; 5.5.1). Furthermore, this supported the children’s freedom
for own interpretations which was touched upon when discussing the key emotion curiosity (5.5.4). How
the intervention supported imagination and creativity was also captured in the drawings after the
intervention (5.7) as well as the children’s diverse descriptions of their imagination (Appendix F).
Furthermore, there were some signs that the children were inspired and encouraged in their
competence to feel comfortable in the garden and to care for nature, like the protagonist in the story
did. For example, six children said they would like to work in the garden.

Summary on guidance and freedom

All in all, the storytelling experience but especially the story itself provided guidance (informational
rather than controlling) and freedom (perceived autonomy, competence, free imagination) to the
children that actively supported their intrinsic motivation and helped to foster their emotional nature
connectedness.
5.6.4 Summary
There were strong indicators for an increase in attachments to the garden and its nature among the
children. This was kindled by the beautiful garden place and the story. Especially the emotions the story
triggered towards the garden and certain nature elements played an important role in this increase in
nature attachments.
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There is limited data to fully substantiate that the children had increased values for the garden place
during the storytelling experience which is probably also because values take time to change (Ives et al.,
2018). Nevertheless, data showed children’s processes of re-evaluating and increasing their values
concerning specific nature elements. This was kindled by the story and the garden as a place to examine
the nature items up close.
In the whole storytelling experience the children experienced intrinsic motivation, freedom and
guidance that further supported their emotional nature connectedness.

5.7 Emotional nature connectedness after the intervention
In this section the emotional nature connectedness of the children after the intervention is shortly
described, analysed and compared to the findings from the assessment prior the intervention. The
emotional nature connectedness was assessed by a survey and drawings that framed the intervention
(prior and after). Comparing the findings prior the intervention and after can thereby give insights into
the general success of the intervention to foster emotional nature connectedness. Furthermore, also the
children’s emotional states at the end of each storytelling day can give insights in their emotional nature
connectedness.
As described in section 5.3, the results of the surveys and drawings suggest that the children already had
a high emotional nature connectedness prior the intervention. The analysis of the surveys and drawings
after the intervention suggest that the children’s emotional nature connectedness increased further. This
suggests that the intervention was successful in fostering emotional nature connectedness. However, it is
important to consider that there were some constraints for the assessment methods (6.2.2, 6.2.3). The
main constraints of the surveys were that the children were partly biased by explanations by the teachers.
The main constraint of the second round of the drawings was that the children thought they were
supposed to draw the same picture that they drew the first time. These constraints confine the
importance of the results of the emotional nature connectedness assessments.
In the following, the main findings of the surveys and the drawings after the intervention are shortly
presented, compared to the results from the assessment prior the intervention and analysed.
5.7.1 Main findings of the surveys
After the storytelling experience, the children filled in a short survey with questions that aimed to assess
their emotional nature connectedness again. The survey and the children’s responses can be found in
Appendix G.
Table 4 Survey questions that scored highest in the second survey.

Survey Question 1.

How connected do you feel to nature?

Survey Question 2.

How do you feel when you spend time in nature?

Survey Question 6.

I think nature is full of wonder.
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The children’s answers of the first surveys already suggested that almost all children had already a high
emotional nature connectedness already prior the intervention. Nine children even scored the highest
nature connectedness scores in the first survey. However, all of these nine children scored the same
highest nature connectedness score in the second survey again. Generally all children scored slightly
higher or equal nature connectedness scores in the second survey, although some survey questions
scored slightly lower in the second round. Survey question 4 “How do you feel when you take care of
plants?” was one example that scored two points lower (Appendix G). It can be concluded that the
survey results indicate that generally the children already had a strong emotional nature connectedness
prior the intervention, which was assessed in the surveys to be slightly stronger or the same after the
storytelling experience.
5.7.2 Main findings of the drawings
As already described in section 5.3, the drawings were coded with place, hands, heart and head along the
conceptual model of this thesis (see section 2.5) to assess their emotional nature connectedness. In the
following section the main findings from this analysis are presented along these codes, including
comparing the drawings prior the intervention to the ones after.

Place

The first thing to mention regarding the place is that many children drew similar nature spaces to the
first ones in the second drawings. This was because many children misunderstood the instruction, a
major constraint which is further described in section 6.2.2. Nevertheless, this also provides the
opportunity to see differences more pronounced. For example, it was striking that the children drew
more elements that the children also heard in the story and saw in the garden including apples, birds,
trees and earthworms. The most prominent elements were trees and especially apple trees. Eight
children drew clearly identifiable apple trees in their second drawing, whereas in their first drawing there
were only two children that drew apple trees. These apple trees were mostly in quite a central spot on
the paper.
The drawings were very similar in colourfulness and depicted nature items to the first ones.
Furthermore, the second drawings were even more colourful and the nature items were often drawn
larger (see also section on heart) and included more nature elements from the story and the garden.
These findings suggest that the storytelling and the garden place had an impact on the children’s view on
nature.

Hands

Similarly to the first drawings, the second ones did not include many people or indicators pointing
towards activities that people could do in nature.
Also, other research that used art to assess connectedness to nature in children found that humans were
underrepresented in the drawings, which is explained with a general perceived disconnect between
humans and nature (Flowers et al., 2015). Again, this could be interpreted as pointing towards the
children not being used to doing activities in nature. However, the children did enjoy activities in the
garden such as playing, eating apples or hugging trees, which they also mentioned in their diary entries
after the storytelling experience. Therefore, it can be concluded that the drawings do not represent well
the physical engagement of the children with nature which does not necessarily mean that the children
did not explore and enjoy nature actively.

Heart

Comparing the drawings prior the intervention with the ones after regarding emotional engagement, give
direct clues that suggest that their emotional nature connectedness had increased.
A main indicator pointing towards the increase of the emotional value for nature, is the expansion in size
of certain nature elements (Burkitt et al., 2004). When an element in a children’s drawing increases in
size, Burkitt et al. (2004) states how this is generally an indicator for more pleasant emotions and
connected value to the nature element that got bigger. In at least 11 drawings that included trees in the
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first drawing, there is a clear increase in size of the tree(s) in the second drawing. This finding suggests
that the children experienced an increased emotional connection and value for trees.
Another indicators for increased emotional engagement in drawings are hearts (Sherwood, 2008). Two
children drew a heart in their second drawing (one was green, the other one black with a smiley see
drawing by Child 10).

Figure 7 Nature drawing prior
(above) and after intervention
(Child 10)

Also, creativity and imagination can be an indicator for emotional engagement with the topic of the
drawing exercise (McConnon, 2013; Farokhi & Hashemi, 2011). The second drawings were judged by
five judges along the consensual assessment technique to be more creative than the first ones (4.4.1). In
line with the Consensual Assessment Technique, the drawings were shown to 5 judges to assess the
drawings for creativity and imagination (4.4.1). The judges scored every drawing individually and
assessing all the scores together, all judges gave second drawings on average higher scores. Additionally,
the number of colours used were counted as this can be an indicator for increased creativity and
imagination (Ryan & Winston, 1878). This showed that most of the children used a larger range of
different colours in the second drawing. Based on these assessments, it can be concluded that most
children drew more creatively and possibly also with more emotional engagement after the storytelling
experience. This could be influenced by the storytelling in nature as research showed that storytelling in
educational activities can have positive and significant influence on the development of creative thinking
in children (Stoican & Ştefănescu, 2017).
In conclusion, the findings suggest that the children had an increased emotional engagement when
drawing nature after the intervention, which is especially visible by the increased creativity and larger
(number) nature elements in the drawings.

Head

Tightly related to the increase in emotional engagement in the second drawings, the analysis suggests that
the drawings after the intervention showed decreased mental engagement when drawing nature. The
observations that there was less pencil use, no pre-drawing and noticably less labelling in the second
drawings suggest that the children had been drawing being less mentally engaged and more on hands and
heart levels. The drawings looked generally more abstract and were judged to be more creative which
supports this finding that there was less or overpowered mental engagement in the drawings after the
intervention.
To conclude, the findings generally suggest that the intervention was successful in fostering emotional
nature connectedness among the children. Nevertheless, there were various constraints that are
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discussed in 6.2.2 and 6.2.3. These constraints limit the reliability of the findings. Therefore, the findings
on the emotional nature connectedness assessment of the children prior and after the intervention serve
mainly as supportive data for the video and audio recordings during the intervention and the interviews
which are handled as main data source for this research.
5.7.3 Emotions at the end of the intervention
In addition, to the findings of the surveys and drawings, also the children’s emotions at the end of the
storytelling days gave insights in how the intervention could have fostered emotional nature
connectedness. In the following, the emotions after the storytelling days are described, compared to the
initial emotional state when arriving to the garden and shortly analysed.
As described already in section 5.2, there were indicators that the children were slightly stressed as well
as slightly confused when they just arrived in the garden on both days. This had to do with events that
happened in the school before (some children in the class were involved in a fight that morning and a
math test). At the end of each storytelling experience day, it was noticeable how the children were much
more calm, comfortable and relaxed.

Figure 8 Children relaxing at the end of the second storytelling day

Furthermore, at the end of the second day of the storytelling experience, the children seemed less
focused on themselves and behaved more like a group. This was also noted by the class teacher Nikole.
Mello (2001) argues with his research that storytelling should have a prominent function in the
classroom as it improves interpersonal relationships, empathy, and fosters a sense of "connectedness" in
the classroom. Furthermore, research has shown that immersion in nature environment increases care
for nature as well as peers (Weinstein et al., 2009).
5.7.4 Conclusion
All in all, the findings of the drawings and the surveys suggest that the children’s emotional nature
connectedness increased slightly during the intervention which indicates the potential of the intervention
to foster emotional connectedness in the participating children. The relaxed emotional state at the end
of each storytelling day supports this finding.
In detail, the drawings and the surveys demonstrate how the children’s values and attachments to nature
increased, which was most visible towards trees and specifically apple trees. Furthermore, the children’s
drawings suggest more emotional and less mental engagement when drawing after the storytelling
experience, which indicates that the children generally approached nature with increased emotional
engagement after the intervention. It is remarkable that there were only few cases where the drawings
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and surveys contradicted the main data sources (e.g. less points scored in a survey question or drawings
that were less creative). However, the assessment methods with surveys and drawings were constrained
(see 6.2.2 and 6.2.3) and thereby the findings mainly served as supporting findings to the main data
analysis of the video and audio recordings during the intervention presented in the sections 5.3, 5.4 and
5.5.
Nevertheless, these sections presenting and analysing observation from the video and audio recordings
also support a slight increase in emotional nature connectedness in the children.

6 Conclusion and final discussion
6.1 Conclusion

The research concerns how emotional nature connectedness could be fostered and therefore it
measured the emotional nature connectedness of the children prior and after the intervention and found
a slight increase. More specifically, the thesis focused on looking at the details behind this increase and
investigated in the process. This was addressed with answering three sub-questions giving insights into
the children’s
1. emotions triggered,
2. their immersion into the experience and
3. their attachments and values towards nature.
Addressing the first two sub-questions, the findings mainly presented data regarding the parts of the
storytelling experience that were most immersive and emotionally engaging for the children. This led to
the analysis and discussion of three main elements of the intervention: the storytelling, the interactive
activities and the garden place.
When looking at the data it became obvious that the storytelling played a key role in the intervention.
The storytelling parts were the ones in which the children were most immersed in. Furthermore, the
children’s emotional engagement was strongest during these parts. In the theoretical framework of this
thesis, it was conceptualized that “a profound experience in or with nature that triggers strong emotions”
can foster emotional nature connectedness (referred to as a meaningful nature experience). This
conceptualization indicates also that the garden, the place where the storytelling occurred, played an
important role in the intervention. The data seems to confirm this by demonstrating how the children
developed attachments to the garden and started to rethink their values towards certain nature elements
while engaging with that garden.

-

When examining the data of the storytelling more closely the findings demonstrated that it was
particularly the story but also its complementing interactive activities that accounted for a meaningful
nature experience to foster emotional nature connectedness in the children.
The story triggered strong emotions by its storyline and the vividly described story images. The story
thereby addressed mainly the heart level of the children.
The interactive activities complemented the story and triggered high energy pleasant emotions especially
when physically engaging the children. The activities thereby addressed mainly the hands level of the
children.
Together they created an experience that engaged the children especially on affective (heart) and
experiential (hands) levels, but to some degree also on a cognitive (heads) level.
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The children’s imagination seemed to play a key role in how the children were immersed in the story
and engaged on their hands, heart and head levels.
The garden as a place served as an important context to make the experience more tangible and deepen
their meaningful nature experience further. This was most visible by how the children, out of own
initiatives curiously explored the place and demonstrated increasing attachments and values towards the
garden.
Nature elements that received most attention, attachments and valuing were elements found both in the
story and tangibly in the garden (e.g. apple trees, bugs, squirrels).
Findings suggest that the story served as a guidance within the garden and addressed the children’s
intrinsic motivation to connect with nature.
Additionally, the findings suggest that the guidance towards emotional nature connectedness is most
effective when combined with giving the children freedom to follow their own instincts.
All in all, the findings suggest a direct link between the storytelling within the garden place and a slight
increase in emotional nature connectedness in the children.

Answer to the main research question

The presented case-study concerned the following main research question:
How does the storytelling experience of the case-study project “Garten-Geschichten” in the garden
school (GAS) in Berlin foster emotional nature connectedness among the participating children?
This question was answered using the conceptual framework depicted and described in section 2.5. In
the following the answer to the research question is visualized using the main concepts of this
framework. The black lines represent the children’s process that increased their emotional nature
connectedness. The orange boxes present the most important elements that led to emotional nature
connectedness.
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Emotional nature connectedness
Figure 9 Visualisation of answer to the main research question.

Answer to the main research question in words

The findings of this research suggest that storytelling addressed all of the three sub-questions and it can
thereby be concluded that the storytelling tool itself was most essential in fostering emotional nature
connectedness in the intervention. Nevertheless, also the interactive activities that accompanied the
story, played an important role as well as the garden place where the story was told.
As depicted in the visualisation of the conclusion of this research (image 5), storytelling including its
interactive activities stimulated the imagination and directly or indirectly addressed the children’s hands,
heart and head levels. How and to what extent the three levels were engaged differed between the
individual children. Prior the start of the intervention, it was theorized that especially addressing the
heart level (directly triggering emotions) would enhance emotional nature connectedness (see 2.2).
Triggering key emotions such as surprise and fascination (see 5.5.4) played an important role and,
especially during the telling of the story, led to immersion making it a meaningful nature experience. In
addition, the findings suggest that also engagement on the hands level during the physical activities
contributed to the children’s immersion and enjoyment of the experience. In fact, a close analysis of the
data demonstrated how the individual children engaged differently in the storytelling experience, some
more on the hands, others more on the heart and again others more on the head level. The findings
suggest that when there was enough freedom for the children’s personal response and imagination, it led
to immersion and emotional engagement in the experience which was found to contribute to the child’s
emotional nature connectedness.
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This research suggests that, the way the storytelling was presented to the children in this intervention (in
a beautiful garden, including some physical activities and told by a professional storyteller), is an
excellent tool to foster emotional nature connectedness. Especially the engagement of the heart and
hands levels led to the children’s immersion in the storytelling. The head level was found to be more
important when reflecting after the storytelling was over. Reflecting on the story, being in the garden and
having time to explore the garden on their own, stimulated the children’s thinking about their values
regarding the garden and certain nature elements (e.g. the apple trees). Furthermore, the children’s time
in the garden increased their direct attachments to the place, which is also linked to the story that was
told in the garden and about the garden. Together, the children’s immersion and strong emotions during
the storytelling experience, as well as their values and increased attachments to nature led to a slight
increase in their emotional nature connectedness.

6.2 Methodological reflections and limitations

Researching the processes behind how emotional nature connectedness was fostered in the children was
complex and the data from this multiple methods approach was overwhelming to the researcher. Next to
that, a large body of literature reports positively on using drawings and or surveys to assess nature
connectedness in children, which is an appraisal that this research cannot share (Salazar et al., 2020;
Hunt et al., 2017; Bragg et al., 2013; Zylstra et al., 2014). In the following, these key methodological
issues are reflected on, focusing on their limitations for researching emotional nature connectedness in
children.
6.2.1 Main limitations of the research
The main limitations of this study lie with the small scope and low impact of the intervention. The
intervention happened over the course of two days.
Salazar et al. (2020) suggest in their practitioner guide on assessing nature connectedness that an
intervention below seven days is rather unlikely to influence connection to nature in a way that it can be
measured with their presented tools. The assessment tools that were used in this research to measure
emotional nature connectedness prior and after the intervention are also listed in this practitioner guide.
Although there were changes captured in the findings from these assessments, these changes were rather
subtle. Taken that the assessments also included some major constraints in their practical application
(see 6.2.2 and 6.2.3) it is therefore questionable whether they were significant.
Nevertheless, the main data for this research came from the video- and audio recordings of the children
during the intervention to document the processes that drive emotional nature connectedness (4.4.2).
However, also these findings documented rather subtle changes and often these only gained significance
after adding up the details. Thereby the research and analysis was susceptible to confirmation bias by the
researcher. This bias concerned the intervention itself, as the researcher had to be wary not to bias the
children in any way to behave in certain ways towards demonstrating increased emotional nature
connectedness. Further, the confirmation bias concerned the mapping and analysis of the data and
findings of the research. For the researcher it was a major challenge to maintain an objective stance and
not to get own expectations, hopes and emotions mixed in when conducting the research and analysing
the data. Being actively aware about this was the first and major step to tackle this challenge. The
multiple sources to gather data for the research also helped to get a more objective view on the data
(Waters, 2017). Furthermore, the data was coded, mapped and analysed with a strong focus to maintain
an objective view, which resulted in a big body of findings. From the coded and analysed data the most
important findings were extracted to present the data in a sensible flow towards answering the research
question. This necessitated several attempts due to the complexity and interrelatedness of the concepts.
What eventually helped was for the researcher to remember back to how certain atmospheres during
the intervention felt. This however brought in the problem of subjectivity again and increased once more
the threat of confirmation bias, which was so strongly attempted to be minimized. Nevertheless, a lesson
learned from this struggle is that trying to analyse processes as complex as emotional nature
connectedness is difficult while staring at video recordings over and over again working solely with a
rational mind (head level). It can thereby be useful to combine the heavily cognitive, analytical and
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objective investigations with carefully exploring what the researcher herself absorbed during the
intervention, involving all her three, subjective levels (hands, heart and head).
In the following, the constraints regarding the emotional connectedness to nature assessments prior and
after the intervention are elaborated and reflected on in more detail.
6.2.2 Constraints of the surveys
The 7-item survey was designed in line with existing literature on how to assess emotional nature
connectedness in children (see methodology section 2). Generally, the body of literature on nature
connectedness in children refers a lot to surveys as a well-proven method to measure this (Salazar et al.,
2020). However, the practical application of the method was not as straight forward as it was presented
in the literature.
The main constraint concerning the surveys was that many children did not understand some questions.
Furthermore, how the teachers explained the questions then could bias the children’s answers. The
survey was designed based on existing surveys suitable for this age group and even further simplified by
adding smiley icons instead of a scale for some questions (see survey in Appendix G). Children did not
understand the first question on which the teachers went through the survey questions one by one.
Although there was an instruction on how to respond to questions by the children without biasing them,
it was noticeable how the teachers had a clear preference for pro nature answers. This could influence
the children to fill out the survey in a way that the children thought that the teachers will like their
answers. Literature shows how respondents generally tend to give socially and culturally acceptable
answers that may bias survey results (Passmore et al., 2002). In children this desire could be even
stronger as especially children under 11 years old tend to want to please authority figures like teachers
and researchers (Platt, 2016). Furthermore, in conventional education systems, children generally are
trained to get the answers “right” and get approval from the teachers (Klingenberg & Raushaus, 2005).
This desirability bias could have been further increased by the fact that the children had to put their
names on the surveys which could have felt like a test to them. Possible insecurities connected to that
drive to fill out the survey “in the right way” and a possible feeling of being tested are supported by the
fact that even after the explanations some children still asked the teachers for help to answer the
questions. It can be concluded that children filling out a survey in a school setting might lead to them
feeling pressured to fill in correct answers, although it is about getting the authentic answers from them
and there are no right or wrong answers. It is also likely that the children were not yet acquainted with
this type of task and probably most of them have not yet filled out a survey. All in all, by how the
children behaved and what they asked they seemed insecure and biased by the teachers while filling out
the surveys, which suggests that the survey data is constrained and from the researcher’s point of view
untrustworthy.

6.2.3 Constraints of the drawings
The children made two drawings for this research to measure their emotional nature connectedness
prior and after the intervention which is a good method to assess connectedness to nature focusing
especially on the affective components (Flowers et al., 2015; see methodology section 4.4.1). The first
drawing was drawn just before the storytelling experience started and the second after the intervention
was over. The second time the children drew themselves in nature, they got exactly the same instructions
and material as the first time, just now the teacher read the instructions and the location was not the
garden school but the classroom.
Although it seemed to be clear from the instructions, the main constraint concerning the assessment of
the children’s emotional nature connectedness with drawings, was that at least half of the children
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misunderstood the second task of the second drawing and thought they should draw the same drawing
again. This spoiled the drawing process in a way that it made the children draw more from their memory
about what they drew the first time rather than imagining themselves unbiased in a (perhaps new) nature
place.
The misunderstanding however also led in seven cases to increase the comparability of the two drawings
as there were still remarkable differences. Nevertheless, the children that focused on drawing the same
again, drew then with a different mindset and especially because the researcher was not present nor were
there any recordings of the process made, the misunderstanding clearly influenced the drawings
assessment in unpredicted ways. For example, the results and analysis of the drawings show that the
second drawings are more creative and imaginative (5.7). However, research shows that creativity can
increase in children when the task is narrower which could then have been the reason for the more
creative drawing (Stoican & Ştefănescu, 2017). On the other hand, it is also likely that some children
lacked creativity and enthusiasm because of the redundance of the task. These considerations, and the
fact that the method how it was by many children executed as such (drawing the same drawing again) has
not been researched in connection with nature connectedness, led to the conclusion that the assessment
with drawings is constrained. Therefore, in this thesis other data was prioritized before the surveys and
the drawings, which are taken more as supportive data to compare and backup findings from the videoand audio recordings as well as interviews. Beyond the scope of the research it was nevertheless not a
“bad idea” to let the children make a drawing about nature as art could serve as an excellent tool to
deepen the impact of a nature connectedness program like the presented project (Flowers et al., 2015).

6.3 Reflections and insights adding to the academic debate

In the following, some final reflections and insights that could add to the academic debate on nature
connectedness are discussed.
Throughout this research, it was increasingly noticeable how the focus on emotional nature
connectedness proved to be difficult to maintain (see also 2.1.3 on why the focus on emotional nature
connectedness). This was especially the case when discussing and analysing the data with existing
literature on nature connectedness. Nature connectedness how it is presented in literature, already
includes emotions connected to nature (2.1) and the term “emotional nature connectedness” can be
confusing. Rather there should be an emphasis that deep-reaching emotions connected to nature are an
important part of nature connectedness. This emphasis could be especially important in environments
in which emotions are neglected, such as many formal educational settings which do not include
emotional literacy in their curriculum (Datta, 2016).
This research was based on the premise that storytelling is an effective guidance for children to
experience a meaningful nature experience that fosters emotional nature connectedness (see 1.2; Zylstra
et al., 2014; Marthers, 2020). However, the findings suggest that next to effective guidance, the freedom
created by the storytelling, including diverse interactive activities, also contributed to increased nature
connectedness (5.6.3). This research suggests that the concept of providing guidance as well as freedom
seems to be an important one (5.6.3). Yet, little can be read about this concept in the existing body of
literature on nature connectedness. Following the biophilia hypothesis that states that humans have an
innate desire to connect to nature it seems logical to acknowledge the importance of creating spaces of
freedom that enable the children to unfold this innate desire. Furthermore, also other fields of research
that concern human learning and skill development make this concept more central to their studies.
These include the popular pedagogies by Froebel (Liebschner 1992), as well as the well-known selfdetermination theory by Ryan & Deci (2000) (5.6.3).
A possible reason for the neglect in research on nature connectedness to include ‘freedom’ as central
part of the nature connection process could be that freedom is naturally implied within the concept of
effective guidance. Evidence of this can be seen in the fact many suggestions for nature connectedness
intervention programmes also include free time, thereby leaving freedom for the children to follow their
own way of being (Salazar et al., 2020; Blizard et al., 2007). Another possible reason for the lack of case
studies on nature connectedness involving ‘freedom’ as a research variable could be that the concept of
leaving freedom (control and agency) to children is technically and ethically complicated within certain
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contexts such as the context of this research (see 1.3). Nevertheless, the found diversity in the children’s
characters and their different ways of imagining the story, responding to instructions and eventually also
connecting to nature were remarkable, and raise the question whether the concept of freedom is not
something to take more into account when researching nature connectedness. A suggested framework
for addressing children’s diversity and providing an enabling environment with freedom to approach
nature connectedness along their natural instincts, could be the hands, heart and head model (2.5) based
on the transformative learning model by Singleton (2015). Addressing all three levels in a nature
experience can thereby provide effective guidance as well as freedom to the children. Furthermore,
especially in controlled environments storytelling could expand the sense of freedom for the children as
their creative minds are addressed and there are endless possibilities to imagine an orally told story.
This is further supported by the fact that the three hallmarks of imagination are congruent with the
hands, heart and head levels, as addressing all three levels have been found to create freedom for the
individual child’s personal approach to the experience (see conclusion 6.1 and figure 8; Warnock, 1978;
White, 1990; Brann, 1991).
Table 5 Comparison of the hallmarks of imagination (White, 1990; Brann 1991) with the hands, heart and head levels of the
hands, heart, head model

Hands, heart head model:
Hallmarks of imagination:

Hands
Sense of possibility

Heart
Emotional
engagement

Head
Active cognition

6.4 Recommendations for further research

The findings of this case-study can support further research on the topic of nature connectedness
especially in terms of inspiration on setting up a nature connectedness intervention including storytelling.
In the following further research recommendations are listed.
-

-

-

-

The issues around emotions are complex and cause and effect relationships are hard to grasp, also with
regards to emotional nature connectedness. The presented research suggested five key emotions that
triggered the children’s emotional engagement and played important roles in their emotional nature
connectedness. Future research could take on to further investigate these key emotions, namely surprise,
curiosity, empathy, fascination and love, in order to understand better how they could effect a child’s
emotional nature connection. This could serve to set up future intervention and programmes to foster
emotional nature connectedness in children.
Another recommendation for further research concerns the role imagination can have in children’s
nature connectedness and how stimulating the imagination could be used for nature connectedness
programmes. Vividly imagining the story was identified to be a key process for the children during the
storytelling experience, however more research would be needed to understand more about how this
process was key regarding nature connectedness.
In reference to the findings of this research, there is a need to further research storytelling as a tool to
foster emotional nature connectedness in children. For example, this thesis did not go into the very
details of the effects the storyline had on the children, an issue which is important especially for authors
and storytellers in order to write or chose for effective stories to foster emotional nature connectedness
in children. A storyline can have different narrative arcs, includes specific events and protagonists and
getting more insights into which storyline characteristics are specifically suitable to foster nature
connectedness would be valuable. This could thereby involve different storylines and different groups of
children which are assessed for their nature connectedness and then compared to each other. Similarly,
specific story images a storyteller can described could be further researched in order to understand
better which imageries are effective in fostering emotional nature connectedness.
Furthermore, especially for practitioners that do not have high skills in storytelling, it is important to
further research whether stories told or even read by a layperson could still be effective in fostering
nature connectedness. This is especially relevant for practitioners in environments with low budgets for
nature connectedness programmes such as often public schools.
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Lastly, it would be interesting to get more insights in how a storytelling experience about nature not
taking place in nature but for example in a classroom, could foster nature connectedness in children.
Despite scholars criticizing the indoor and sedentary lifestyle of today’s Western children, especially in
urban environments it can be difficult to go into nature which is why this research would be relevant.

6.5 Recommendations for practice

From the very start, this research was also intended to provide useful insights for practitioners that want
to foster emotional nature connectedness in children. In the following, several recommendations are
listed based on the case-study. These can help to make nature connectedness programmes more
effective or simply serve as inspiration for teachers, storytellers, parents or nature lovers that seek for
ways to nourish children’s feelings of connectedness to nature.
-

-

-

-

-

Storytelling. The main insight of this case-study, confirming existing research, is that oral storytelling is a
great tool to foster emotional nature connectedness in children. The storytelling quickly led to emotional
engagement as well as immersion, and as it was told within a nature context this accounted for a
meaningful nature experience which fostered emotional nature connectedness.
Interactive activities within the storytelling. Another insight and recommendation is, that interactive
activities can greatly accompany storytelling and further increase children’s fun and immersion in a
nature experience to foster nature connectedness.
Addressing hands, heart and head. The research findings suggest that a storytelling experience that
addresses all the three levels (hands, heart and head, see 2.5) increases the children’s immersion and
emotional engagement. Interactive activities can be designed to specifically engage these levels. Leaving
some freedom to the children’s own interpretations of the instructions is suggested by the findings to
make these even more effective (see 5.4.1).
By engaging the children’s imagination, within the storytelling the three levels can also be addressed
(5.5.2). The hands level for example can thereby be specifically addressed by describing vividly how a
protagonist is running. The heart level can be addressed by describing emotions that the protagonist is
feeling. Finally, the head level can be engaged for example by describing a riddle.
Maintaining a good balance of guidance and freedom. The findings of this research suggest that mentors
who guide children how to be in- and care for nature are just as valuable as leaving freedom for
children’s own approach to connect to nature (5.6.3). Further, the research suggests that storytelling can
be a good tool that both guides and also leaves freedom for the children’s own interpretation and
imagination. Additionally, leaving free time in a nature place can be important for the children to
explore and connect with nature in their own way.
Telling along a clear storyline. A clear storyline is suggested to help to create a safe space for the
children to immerse in the story and emotionally engage with it. The story within this case-study was
following a classical storyline curve including a conflict and a happy ending (Appendix A).
Allowing the children to also feel unpleasant emotions. Unpleasant emotions such as disgust, worry,
discomfort and moderate fear were found to not disturb the children’s process of connecting to nature
within the storytelling experience. On the contrary the findings suggest that children welcomed these
emotions within a story context (see part about surprise in 5.5.4). They contributed to the story being
perceived as suspenseful and made the children feel empathy and reflect on morals (what is good and
what is wrong behaviour). Nevertheless, as Naemi the storyteller of this case-study explained, different
children are more sensitive and/or imaginative and cannot handle especially creepy parts of stories.
These children need to receive more support (see Appendix C).
Nourishing the children’s imagination. Lastly, the research findings suggest that imagination can play an
important role in fostering emotional nature connectedness. The children’s active imagination was an
essential part of the storytelling and led to increase their immersion and emotional engagement. More
research is needed to fully understand the role of imagination in the context of nature connectedness.
However, the findings tentatively suggest that leaving out explanations as well as including magic could
help to nourish the children’s creative imagination.
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